
ISBNTitle AnnotationAuthor Binding

Nate The Great And The Tardy Tortoise Getting all the facts, asking the right questions, and narrowing down the suspects, Nate the Great and his dog Sludge solve a variety of mysteries.Sharmat, Marjorie W. PB

Pinkalicious: School Rules! Mary had a little lamb, but Pinkalicious has a cooler companion: an imaginary unicorn named Goldie. Pinkalicious and her golden sidekick are taking school by storm. In the midst of all the fun and games, will they play by the rules?Kann, Victoria PB

Rainbow Fish And The Big Blue Whale When a big blue whale comes to live near their reef, there is a misunderstanding between him and Rainbow Fish and his friends that leaves everyone very unhappy and hungry.Pfister, Marcus HC

Arturo Baton, Paperback Level 3 Read (COR)           

Growing Up With A Bucket Full Of Happiness Uses the metaphor of a bucket filled with good feelings to show how easy and rewarding it is to express kindness, appreciation, and love on a daily basis.Mccloud, Carol PB

Shiny Spooky Knights Scooby-Doo, Fred, Velma, Daphne, and Shaggy are all trapped in a spooky castle surrounded by ghosts, witches, and mummies with no way out.Herman, Gail PB

Dragons Do Eat Homework - The Bailey School Kids Marcia Thornton Jones and Debbie Dadey          

Vacation Under the Volcano Pope Mary Osborne           

Dots and Spots           

A New Flag Robert Harris           

A Kitten Called Holly Animal lover Jasmine Green is back to rescue an adorable kitten, just in time for the holidays. On her family's farm, Jasmine and her best friend, Tom, find the ideal clubhouse for their animal rescue group. But much to their surprise, the shed is already home to a feral cat and her three kittens. When the mother cat leaves, abandoning one of her babies, Jasmine and Tom feel compelled to step in and raise the tiny kitten. But with a house full of rescued animals-and a veterinarian mother who has reached her limit-will Jasmine be able to keep another pet? Or is it someone else's turn to make a new animal friend? A holiday backdrop and some lighthearted family mayhem add to the charm of this feline-focused addition to the Jasmine Green Rescues series-perfect for readers who think that animals are the best gift of all.Peters, Helen PB

Dinosaurumpus! Tony Mitton           

ANCIENT GREECE AND THE OLYMPICS (MAGIC TREE HOUSE RESEARCH GUIDE)OSBORNE / BOYCE           

The Wall A boy and his father come from far away to visit the Vietnam War Memorial in Washington and find the name of the boy's grandfather, who was killed in the conflict.Bunting, Eve PB

How Does a Volcano Become an Island? Tagliaferro, Linda           

Wonderful Worms Grade K, Library Book Hb (COR)           

The Day The Dinosaurs Died 65 million years ago, a giant asteroid slammed into Earth with devastating effects. Paleontologist Charlotte Lewis Brown and artist Phil Wilson recreate what may have happened to the dinosaurs on that deadly day.Brown, Charlotte L. PB

Brilliant Birds Developed with literacy experts, the five-level series will guide young readers as they build confidence and fluency in their literacy skills and progress toward reading alone. At level 1 (beginning to read), the language consists of short, simple sentences that use straightforward vocabulary and punctuation, a high level of phonic regularity and lots of repetition. Includes a simple glossary.Feldman, Thea PB

The Life Cycle Of An Emperor Penguin Introduces the physical characteristics, habitat, and life cycle of the emperor penguin, with descriptions of how female and male penguins cooperate during the coldest winters on Earth to preserve their eggs.Kalman, Bobbie and Robin JohnsonPB

Luke goes to bat           

Town Mouse Country Mouse Jan Brett           

I Am A Super Girl! Meet Princess Truly! With the help of her rocket boots and her magical, sparkly curls, she becomes a super girl and uses her smarts and strength to save the day. But when her friend Lizzie has a rescue mission of her own, Lizzie doesn't feel so super. Can Truly help her friend believe in herself and find her confidence? These rhyming, funny and empowering stories with full-color artwork and easy-to-read text throughout are perfect for new readers!Greenawalt, Kelly PB

NIAGARA FALLS: THE POWER OF WATER (PHYSICAL SCIENCE: EXPLORING AND USING ENERGY)PB

Space Jam Krulik, Nancy E./ Benvenuti, Leo          

The Cardboard Kingdom Chad Sell           

Eyes in the Sky, Above-level Reader Grade 4 Hm (COR)           

Eyes in the Sky, Above-level Reader Grade 4 Hm (COR)           

Eyes in the Sky, Above-level Reader Grade 4 Hm (COR)           

Math For All Seasons Solve math problems in new and unexpected ways by looking for patterns, symmetries, and familiar number combinations displayed within eye-catching pictures.Tang, Greg HC

Black Beauty (Junior Classics for Young Readers) Anna Sewell           

Haunted Road Trip When a thunderstorm forces the Mystery, Inc., crew to stop at the "Creepy Motel" overnight, Scooby-Doo and Shaggy have to contend with room filled with ghosts and a television that only shows scary movies.Herman, Gail PB

Abuela's Weave Abuela passes her weaving skills to her granddaughter, and together the two of them make something special.Castaneda, Omar PB

Abuela's Weave Abuela passes her weaving skills to her granddaughter, and together the two of them make something special.Castaneda, Omar PB

Little Lucy Cooper, Ilene PB

There's a Mouse in the House! Simple rhyming text tells the story of a mouse in the house.Lewison, Wendy Cheyette PB

My Baby Blue Jays Berendt, John (PHT)/ Berendt, John          

Who Settled The West? Discusses the reasons people migrated West, the routes they took, some of the difficulties faced by pioneers, and the building of homes and towns.Kalman, Bobbie PB

My Chair Betsy James           

Ghost Town at Sundown (Magic Tree House #10) Mary Pope Osborne           

Dolphins A lively introduction to dolphins describes their wild attributes and high intelligence while encouraging youngsters to become aware of the need to conserve their natural environment, in a lavishly photographed volume complemented by interactive diagrams. Simultaneous.Stewart, Melissa PB

Almost Home Joan Bauer           

Almost Home Joan Bauer           

La cena macabra del chupacabra Marc Tyler Nobleman           

Attack Of The Shark-Headed Zombie After Keats and Henry lose their bikes, they need money fast. So the help-wanted ad at the supermarket seems ideal for them. All they have to do is weed Hallway House's garden, find some lightbulbs in the attic, sweep the garage... and battle a shark-headed zombie. But no one told them about the giant bookworms in the library, the toe-biting carpet in the halls, and the kitchen sinkhole!Doyle, Bill PB

Freaky Monday Mary Rodgers           

The Ruby Princess Runs Away Four girls are about to become princesses! But can they keep their kingdom safe? In the Jewel Kingdom, four girls rule: Roxanne is the Ruby Princess, Sabrina is the Sapphire Princess, Emily is the Emerald Princess and Demetra is the Diamond Princess. But soon-to-be Ruby Princess, Roxanne, is not so sure she's ready to be royalty. She decides to run away! But before she can get very far, she learns of a plot to take over the Jewel Kingdom. Another girl is pretending to be her. If Roxanne doesn't act fast, the Jewel Kingdom might be lost forever!Malcolm, Jahnna N. PB



Cece Loves Science Push And Pull Cece loves science! In this STEM-themed Level 3 I Can Read! title, Cece and her friend Isaac learn about the opposite forces of push and pull, and use their new knowledge to create a treat dispenser for Cece.s dog, Einstein. Cece's teacher, Miss Curie, explains the opposite forces of push and pull. To demonstrate this concept, she divides the class into two teams. Each team must make a treat dispenser for Cece.s dog, Einstein, that uses both forces. Cece and her classmates rely on science, creativity, and teamwor,.and they learn a lot along the way. The Cece Loves Science books introduce readers to basic concepts of science, technology, engineering, and math, and are perfect for the classroom. This Level 3 I Can Read! focuses on basic scientific vocabulary and includes a glossary of terms and fun activities for readers to try on their own. A great pick for beginning readers!Derting, Kimberly and Johannes, Shelli R.PB

Frogs And Toads Covers the behavior, life cycle, and anatomy of frogs and toads.Kalman, Bobbie PB

Terrors Of The Deep After years of planning, marine biologists Dom Marlin and Jake Sturgeon set off to explore Mariana Trench in the Pacific Ocean - the deepest ocean trench in the world in DK Adventures: Terrors of the Deep . Join them from pre-launch checks in the submersible Orion, to their encounters with great white sharks, big red jellyfish, a dumbo octopus and more, to the end of their journey, all while supported on the surface by a crew on the ship Andromeda. Discover what life is like 6,000 fathoms deep, plus learn about the history of submersibles, facts about megalodons, what coral reefs are made of, what zooplankton eat and more in DK Adventures: Terrors of the Deep .Lock, Deborah PB

About Arachnids An introduction to the physical characteristics, behavior, and life cycle of arachnids.Sill, Cathryn PB

Fly Guy Presents: Bats Learn all about bats with Fly Guy! It's time for a field trip! Fly Guy and Buzz are going into a bat cave to learn all about bats. With straightforward text, humorous asides, and kid-friendly full-bleed photographs throughout, young readers will love learning all about these nocturnal creatures. Award-winning author/illustrator Tedd Arnold really brings nonfiction to life for beginning readers! And this book has eye-catching holographic foil on the front cover!Arnold, Tedd PB

Stanley's Christmas Adventure Santa Claus is in a terrible mood, and he is not going to deliver any Christmas presents! Luckily, his daughter, Sarah Claus, knows who to call for help. The Lambchop family! Can they convince Santa that there are still good children in the world?Brown, Jeff PB

Explore Asia Introduces concepts of climate, geography, and ecosystems using those found in Asia as examples.Kalman, Bobbie and Rebecca SjongerPB

Juliet the Valentine Fairy Meadows, Daisy           

Juliet the Valentine Fairy Meadows, Daisy           

The Adventures Of King Arthur Wilkes, Angela PB

Anne of Green Gables           

Princesses And Puppies Ariel, Merida, Belle, and all the Disney princesses laugh and play with cute, cuddly puppies in this Step 2 leveled reader. It's perfect for girls ages 4-6 who are just learning to read on their own.Weinberg, Jennifer Liberts PB

The Hungry Thing Slepian, Jan and Seidler, AnnPB

El libro de las palomitas de maíz Tomie DePaola           

On the Prowl Lynette Evans           

Plants Vs. Zombies Paul Tobin           

Me First Pinkerton the pig always manages to be first until he rushes for a sandwich and it turns out to be not the edible kindLester, Helen PB

A Is For Abigail: An Almanac Of Amazing American WomenSpanning our time as a nation, Lynne Cheney's latest book is filled with details to pore over and discuss in a celebration of the diversity, tenacity, and ingenuity of American women.Cheney, Lynne HC

Down On The Farm Kutner, Merrily           

Horrible Harry Cracks the Code Suzy Kline           

Meet My Neighbor, the Dentist Marc Crabtree           

Ballerina Dreams Perfect for newly independent readers--the amazing true story of Michaela DePrince, one of America's top ballerinas. At the age of three, Michaela DePrince found a photo of a ballerina that changed her life. She was living in an orphanage in Sierra Leone at the time, but was soon adopted by a family and brought to America. Michaela never forgot the photo of the dancer she once saw, and quickly decided to make her dream of becoming a ballerina come true. She has been dancing ever since and is now a principal dancer in New York City and has been featured in the ballet documentary First Position, as well as Dancing with the Stars , Good Morning America, and Oprah magazine. Young readers will love learning about this inspiring ballerina in this uplifting and informative leveled reader. This Step 4 Step into Reading book is for newly independent readers who read simple sentences with confidence.DePrince, Michaela and ElainePB

Runt Runt, the smallest wolf cub in the litter, seeks to prove himself to his father, King, and the rest of the pack and to earn a new name.Bauer, Marion Dane PB

Captain Fact Space Adventure Knife & Packer           

Mary McLeod Bethune Biography of Mary Jane McLeod Bethune who made numerous contributions to education for African Americans.Greenfield, Eloise PB

Tell Me, Tree: All About Trees For Kids A guide to the wide variety of trees that surround us. Cutaway illustrations and labels identify the many parts of a tree, inside and out. An explanation of photosynthesis and a special section on making a tree identification book of your own.Gibbons, Gail HC

A Pack Of Wolves: And Other Canine Groups Provides information on wolves specifically the gray wolf family, but also contains information on other dog species, including the dhole and African wild dog.Claybourne, Anna PB

A Pack Of Wolves: And Other Canine Groups Provides information on wolves specifically the gray wolf family, but also contains information on other dog species, including the dhole and African wild dog.Claybourne, Anna PB

Madeline's Rescue A hound rescues a schoolgirl from the Seine, becomes a beloved school pet, is chased away by the trustees, and returns with a surprise.Bemelmans, Ludwig

Apples And More Apples Smith, Michael K. PB

Can You Sing "The Star-Spangled Banner"? Why is The Star-Spangled Banner our national anthem? What do the words mean? Join Ms. Hill's class as they learn who wrote The Star-Spangled Banner, what the words mean, and why we sing it.Rustad, Martha E. H. PB

Animal Armor Evans, Lynette PB

The Stone Of Fire A first entry in a spin-off story arc featuring the intrepid Geronimo Stilton places him in the prehistoric village of Old Mouse City, where he works as the editor of the Stone Gazette while he and his cavemouse buddy, Hercule Poirat, dodge meteorites, avoid saber-toothed tigers and outwit ferocious dinosaurs. Original.Stilton, Geronimo PB

The New Year Dragon Dilemma Ron Roy           

Miss Lazar Is Bizarre! Teachers and students will enjoy this early chapter book series about A.J., a boy who hates school, and his weird experiences at school with his unpredictable teachers.Gutman, Dan PB

Trick Or Trap On Halloween, Scott and Amanda plan to get revenge on their bullies by luring them into a supposedly haunted house filled with traps, but soon the house has plans of its own.Stine, R. L. PB

Day of the Dragon King (Magic Treehouse #14) Mary Pope Osborne           

Day of the Dragon King (Magic Treehouse #14) Mary Pope Osborne           

Goatilocks and the Three Bears Erica S. Perl           

Angelina and Henry Katharine Holabird           

Angelina and Henry Katharine Holabird           

Pete the Cat and the Bedtime Blues Kim Dean           

John Philip Duck During the Depression, a young Memphis boy trains his pet duck to do tricks in the fountain of a grand hotel and ends up becoming the Duck Master of the Peabody Hotel.Polacco, Patricia HC

The Three Billy Goats Gruff Carpenter, Stephen HC

A Tiger Grows Up, Read Aloud Level K Unit 5 Book 22 Hm (COR)           

Water Bodies Did you know that most of Earth is covered with water? Oceans, lakes and rivers are water bodies on Earth. Lakes and rivers are fresh water. Oceans are saltwater. Living things depend on water for survival.Rice, Dona Herweck PB

The Jungle Book W. T. Robinson           



Guess Who? A guess-and-learn book to teach logical thinking presents four ridiculous possible answers to each question, followed by the truly sensible answer.Miller, Margaret HC

Life In The Colonies Young readers will be fascinated to learn what life was like for the colonists in early America. The detailed images and easy to read text explore such topics as Puritans, the Mayflower Compact, House of Burgesses, Navigation Acts, and slavery. Along with brief biographies on colonists and Indians like John Smith, William Penn, and Pocahontas and John Rolfe, this engaging reader explains mean of survival and living through farming, colonial crops, and plantations. A table of contents and glossary are provided to enhance readers' understanding of the content and vocabulary.Smith, Emily R. PB

How Do Dinosaurs Stay Friends? Jane Yolen           

Planet Earth Earth stands out as the only planet in the solar system that is known to support life. Even though this remarkable planet is our home, we still have plenty to learn about it. Readers will discover why Earth is so perfectly suited for hosting a variety of life forms. They will also learn how ancient philosophers used their observations to learn about Earth?s role in the solar system and how modern scientists are studying the planet today..Taylor-Butler, Christine PB

The Chimpansneeze Aaron Zenz           

Gross Defenses Lynette Evans           

The Secret Olivia Told Me N. Joy           

What Does it Mean to be Kind? Rana DiOrio           

I Knew You Could! Craig Dorfman           

The Help Limited and persecuted by racial divides in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi, three women, including an African-American maid, her sassy and chronically unemployed friend, and a recently graduated white woman, team up for a clandestine project.Stockett, Kathryn PB

The Construction Alphabet Book Pallotta, Jerry/ Bolster, Rob (ILT)          

The Little House (Board Book) A country house is unhappy when the city, with all its buildings and traffic, grows up around her.Burton, Virginia Lee HC

The Curious Cat Sterling Pub. Co. Inc. (COR)           

The Vampire's Vacation Ron Roy           

The Day You Begin Jacqueline Woodson is the 2018-2019 National Ambassador for Young People's Literature National Book Award winner Jacqueline Woodson and two-time Pura Belpre Illustrator Award winner Rafael Lopez have teamed up to create a poignant, yet heartening book about finding courage to connect, even when you feel scared and alone. There will be times when you walk into a room and no one there is quite like you. There are many reasons to feel different. Maybe it's how you look or talk, or where you're from; maybe it's what you eat, or something just as random. It's not easy to take those first steps into a place where nobody really knows you yet, but somehow you do it. Jacqueline Woodson's lyrical text and Rafael Lopez's dazzling art reminds us that we all feel like outsiders sometimes-and how brave it is that we go forth anyway. And that sometimes, when we reach out and begin to share our stories, others will be happy to meet us halfway.Woodson, Jacqueline HC

Descendants 3           

Violet Makes A Splash When Violet conjures a pool for their yard and refuses to make it disappear, Mabel, who is not magical, does not know how to explain this to their parents.Mazer, Anne PB

Perrita Que Le Encantaban Las Tortillas When Gabriela and her brother Little Diego get a puppy named Sofie, they fight over who she belongs to, but when Sofie gets very sick they find the answer.Benjamin Alire Sáenz           

Cachorritos Ellen Miles           

Cheyenne Again In the late 1880s, a Cheyenne boy named Young Bull is taken to a boarding school to learn the white man's ways.Bunting, Eve PB

Why Do Dogs Do That? White, Nancy/ Fiammenghi, Gioia (ILT)          

The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe Four English schoolchildren find their way through the back of a wardrobe into the magic land of Narnia.Frantz, Jennifer PB

Snow Daze When Pete the Cat wakes up to a snow day, he's so excited to play outside with Bob and Callie, But when one snow day turns into three, four, and more, it's up to Pete to find a way to get school reopened.Dean, James PB

The King's Taster Kenneth Oppel           

Christmas in Camelot Mary Pope Osborne           

The Invisible Boy Feeling invisible in a class of students who exclude him from groups, games and birthday parties, little Brian welcomes a class newcomer with whom he works on a school project in ways that help him to stand out. By the author of My Secret Bully.Ludwig, Trudy HC

Happily Ever After Man-Kong, Mary/ Hoffmann, E. T. A.          

Elska Around the year 1000, the Icelandic horse named Elska is born and learns about life and her role in the herd, as well as love and friendship, when she rescues the girl to whom she originally belonged.Hapka, Catherine PB

INCREDIBLE SHARKS (SEE MORE READERS) SEYMOUR SIMON           

Max's ABC Max is in trouble the Ants are taking Bites of his sandwich and drinking his Cranberry juice. Children will enjoy learning the alphabet with Max and Ruby in this charming concept book.Rosemary Wells           

Glitch Izzy has an incredible secret -- she can enter the world of her new video game! She meets Rae, a robot who says Izzy is destined to save Dungeon City from the Big Boss. How is this possible?! And how can she fight for this virtual world when she's got a whole real life to keep up with: her family (though she could do without her mom's annoying cat), and her best friend, Eric. Things get even weirder when Izzy loses a life while inside the game, and she starts to worry about what might happen if she gets a Game Over for good. Meanwhile, Eric has been super upset with Izzy since she's been keeping secrets and bailing on their plans. Can Izzy survive Dungeon City and save their friendship?Graley, Sarah PB

Sunshine Makes The Seasons Explaining how the sun rotates completely in the course of one year, an informative picture book explains the importance of the sun in relation to the seasons around the world as well as to the maintenance of every living thing on the entire planet.Branley, Franklyn M. PB

Guinea Dog Patrick Jennings           

A Big Guy Took My Ball!           

Miss Klute Is A Hoot! Hired at Ella Mentry School to help students calm down and practice their reading skills, Miss Klute the therapy Labradoodle reveals that she would rather chase squirrels and Frisbees.Gutman, Dan PB

Exploring Our Sun Explores how the sun was formed, what it is made of, and how its energy travels to Earth and the other planets of the solar system.Jemison, Mae and Dana Meachen RauPB

Avatar 2 DiMartino, Michael Dante (CRT)/ Konietzko, Bryan (CRT)          

Homeless (Wild at Heart) Laurie Halse Anderson           

The Bad Guys In The One?! They may look like Bad Guys, but these wannabe heroes are doing good deeds... whether you like it or not! This New York Times bestselling illustrated series is perfect for fans of Dog Man and Captain Underpants. Seriously, WHAT is going on with Snake?! Terrible powers have been revealed! Evil allies have materialized! Inter-dimensional doors have opened! Shady-looking cloaks have been purchased! What is his deal?! And that's not all! Why does Agent Fox suddenly have a whole lot more backstory than we'd counted on?! Dang it! We need answers! WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?! Wolf and the gang are back. And things are worse than ever. Or badder than ever... if you think that sounds cooler and don't have a problem with bad grammar. BAD GUYS #12 WILL MELT YOUR BRAIN...Blabey, Aaron PB

The Bad Guys In The One?! They may look like Bad Guys, but these wannabe heroes are doing good deeds... whether you like it or not! This New York Times bestselling illustrated series is perfect for fans of Dog Man and Captain Underpants. Seriously, WHAT is going on with Snake?! Terrible powers have been revealed! Evil allies have materialized! Inter-dimensional doors have opened! Shady-looking cloaks have been purchased! What is his deal?! And that's not all! Why does Agent Fox suddenly have a whole lot more backstory than we'd counted on?! Dang it! We need answers! WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?! Wolf and the gang are back. And things are worse than ever. Or badder than ever... if you think that sounds cooler and don't have a problem with bad grammar. BAD GUYS #12 WILL MELT YOUR BRAIN...Blabey, Aaron PB

Reading 2000 Read Aloud Book Grade K.06 Dinner at Panda Palace           

Things Will Never Be the Same Tomie dePaola           

Exploring Land Habitats Introduces deciduous forests, deserts, tundras, savannahs, and rain forests. Describes some of the creatures that live in them, and discusses the seasonal cycle in each type of habitat.Phinney, Margaret Y. PB

Sugar Plum Ballerinas in Two Acts Whoopi, Goldberg/ Underwood, Deborah (CON)/ Roos, Maryn (ILT)PB        

Rags and Riches Mary Pope Osborne           

Rise Of The Earth Dragon In the first book in this fully-illustrated series, 8-year old Drake is snatched up by King Roland's soldier and taken to the castle. He is to be trained as a Dragon Master. At the castle, he is joined by three other young Dragon Masters-in-training: Ana, Rori, and Bo. The Dragon Masters must learn how to connect with and train their dragons--and they must also uncover their dragons' special powers. Does Drake have what it takes to be a Dragon Master? What is his dragon's special power?West, Tracey PB

And Here's to You! David Elliott           



Princess Naomi Helps a Unicorn Once Upon a Dance           

Samantha's Ocean Liner Adventure Raymer, Dottie/ Capellaro, Will (ILT)/ Varda, Jane (ILT)          

The Herd Boy While doing a good job of caring for his grandfather's sheep and goat on the grasslands of South Africa, young Malusi dreams of everything from owning his own dog to becoming president one day.Daly, Niki HC

Judy Moody and the Bucket List Megan McDonald           

The Skeleton Key Flood, E. L.           

Narwhal On A Sunny Night The #1 bestselling Magic Tree House series is ready to whisk you away through time with Jack and Annie! This time, meet famous explorer Leif Erikson and help save a narwhal! When the magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie to Greenland, they're not sure what time they've landed in, but they immediately know what their mission is: save a narwhal! Then they meet a young hunter named Leif Erikson and they ask for his help. But Leif has other ideas... Track the facts with Jack and Annie in the nonfiction companion to this book: Narwhals and Other Whales . Did you know that there's a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures If you're looking for Merlin Mission #33: Carnival at Candlelight , it was renumbered as part of the rebrand in 2017 as Merlin Mission #5.Osborne, Mary Pope HC

The Snatchabook Helen Docherty           

Profiles in Sports Courage Rappoport, Ken HC

Stargazing Jen Wang           

The Red Bicycle: The Extraordinary Story Of One Ordinary BicycleLeo rides his beloved red bicycle to school, soccer practice and everywhere in between. He is devastated when he outgrows Big Red. But when Leo learns of a bicycle donation program, he perks up -- someone who really needs his bike can give it a new life. Little does he know that Big Red will change other people's lives, too. Follow the bike as it travels to West Africa, where it helps people in Burkina Faso bring goods to the market, and serves as a makeshift ambulance, proving that an ordinary bicycle can be truly extraordinary.Isabella, Jude HC

Icr Creepy Crawly Creatures Not Available (NA)           

Judy Moody, Mood Martian Megan McDonald           

School Freezes Over! Eerie Elementary is at it again! In book #5, a terrible snow storm hits the school, and the students are trapped. Soon, the hungry school begins to freeze from the inside out! Icicles drip from the ceiling and snow piles fill the hallways! Then Antonio turns into an ice statue -- making him a yummy popsicle for the school to dine on! Can Sam and Lucy turn up the heat in time to save the students?Chabert, Jack PB

Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs Barton, Byron           

Violet The Pilot Determined to show her classmates what an amazing inventor she is, Violet Van Winkle decides to take part in the big air show and win a ribbon with her own invention, but when a perilous event involving the Boy Scout troop occurs, Violet jumps into action and surprisingly ends up becoming the hero of the whole town!Breen, Steve PB

The Berenstain Bears And Too Much Teasing Stories about this funny family and the everyday adventures they encounter.Berenstain, Stan and Jan PB

Sofia the First The Curse of Princess Ivy Disney Book Group           

You're Missing It! Smith, Brady/ Thiessen, Tiffani          

Star Wars: A New Hope Read-Along Storybook and CD Randy Thornton           

Pirates Lethbridge, Lucy           

Sam, Bangs And Moonshine Relates the experiences of a little girl as she learns to tell the difference between makebelieve and real life.Ness, Evaline PB

Young Rosa Parks: Civil Rights' Heroine A simple biography of the black woman whose refusal to give up her seat on a bus in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955, led to a bus boycott that helped galvanize the Civil Rights' Movement.Benjamin, Anne PB

The Dragon of Doom Bruce Coville           

Margo's Magic Trunk Marshall, Mary/ Elliott, Lucy (ILT)          

Seed To Plant This book combines photography and comprehensive text in an engaging introduction to a plant's life cycle explaining how seeds grow into flowers and trees.Rattini, Kristin Baird PB

Down the Road Alice Schertle           

ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES Daynes, Katie PB

The Adventures of Beekle Dan Santat           

Lbd G2n F Long Long Ago Various           

Paddywack Spinner, Stephanie/ Howarth, Daniel (ILT)          

Ballet and Dance Tucker, Maggie/ Burnford, Helen (EDT)          

Ben's Knightmare West, Tracey           

Memoirs of a Hamster Devin Scillian           

Little Leaders: Bold Women In Black History This beautifully illustrated book introduces reader of all ages to 40 women who changed the world. Featuring forty trailblazing black women in American history, Little Leaders educates and inspires as it relates true stories of breaking boundaries and achieving beyond expectations. Illuminating text paired with irresistible illustrations bring to life both iconic and lesser-known female figures of Black history such as abolitionist Sojourner Truth, pilot Bessie Coleman, chemist Alice Ball, politician Shirley Chisholm, mathematician Katherine Johnson, poet Maya Angelou, and filmmaker Julie Dash. Among these biographies, readers will find heroes, role models, and everyday women who did extraordinary things - bold women whose actions and beliefs contributed to making the world better for generations of girls and women to come. Whether they were putting pen to paper, soaring through the air or speaking up for the rights of others, the women profiled in these pages were all taking a stand against a world that didnHarrison, Vashti HC

United States Capital Commotion Josh Greenhut           

Friendship According to Humphrey           

The Train Of States This beautifully illustrated train has a car representing every state packed with information about each state, including capital city, motto, state tree, state bird, source of name, and date of statehood.Sis, Peter HC

Living and Working in Space Daniel Pinkerton           

Sheep In A Jeep (Board Book) Records the misadventures of a group of sheep that go riding in a jeep.Shaw, Nancy E. HC

Daddy Makes The Best Spaghetti Not only does Corey's father make the best spaghetti, but he also dresses up as Bathman and acts like a barking dog.Hines, Anna Grossnickle PB

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS Swift, Jonathan and Harvey, GillPB

Bears Melvin Berger           

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom Weyn, Suzanne           

The Hungry Hen Read (COR)           

Walking With Miss Millie After moving with her mother and deaf brother to Grandma's small Georgia town in the 1960s, Alice copes with feelings of isolation by befriending the elderly black woman who lives next door.Bundy, Tamara PB

Weather Kristin Baird Rattini           

The Science Fair Is Freaky! Eerie Elementary is having a science fair. Sam, Antonio, and Lucy are hard at work on their projects when they find a strange, old book. Suddenly, the school comes alive! The ground shakes, science projects explode, and the school gym turns into a giant volcano! How will Sam and his friends fight hot lava? And what is hidden in that strange, old book?Chabert, Jack PB



Where Living Things Are Found           

Mary had a little ham Margie Palatini           

Thomas And The School Trip Despite a host of obstacles and problems, Thomas, the little blue engine, will let nothing stand in his way of taking a group of schoolchildren home after a class trip to the train yard.Awdry, Rev. W. PB

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Ricky Ricotta, a small mouse, saves a giant robot from his evil creator, Dr. Stinky, and in turn, the robot protects Ricky from the bullies at school and saves the city from Dr. Stinky's destructive scheme.Pilkey, Dav

Reading 2000 Read Aloud Book Grade K.18 Hush!           

The Magic School Bus Inside The Human Body When the school bus, Ms. Frizzle, and the entire class magically shrink and accidentally enter Arnold's mouth, the ensuing anatomical adventure proves educational as well as exciting.Cole, Joanna PB

I Survived The Joplin Tornado, 2011 Eleven-year-old Dexter has always wanted to see a tornado. So when he gets the incredible opportunity to go storm chasing with the famous Dr. Norman Rays, he has to say yes! Dr. Rays is the host of Tornado Mysteries, the show that Dex and his older brother, Jeremy, watched every night until Jeremy joined the U.S. Navy SEALs and left Joplin. Dex certainly knows how deadly tornadoes can be, but this one isn't heading toward Joplin, and wouldn't it be great to have a brave and exciting story of his own to tell Jeremy when he comes home? But when the tornado shifts direction, Dexter's bravery is about to get seriously tested...Tarshis, Lauren PB

A Place For Bats This fact-filled, colorful look at the amazing world of bats includes a call to action to protect these creatures and their habitats. In simple yet informative language, <IT>A Place for Bats<RO> introduces young readers to various ways human action or inaction can affect bat populations, and opens kids' minds to a wide range of environmental issues.Stewart, Melissa PB

My Life In Dog Years The author presents young readers with amusing tales about the interesting and diverse collection of dogs he has possessed throughout the years, complete with pen-and-ink illustrations throughout.Paulsen, Gary PB

The Watsons Go To Birmingham-1963 Edition: Reprint CHRISTOPHER PAUL CURTIS          

Earthquakes Children will learn about the layers of the earth, how scientists measure the strength of an earthquake, and about some of the most devastating earthquakes in history. Level 2.Heiligman, Deborah PB

Storms! (Pair-It Books: Early Fluency: Stage 3) Rick Leslie           

I Survived The Nazi Invasion, 1944 In a gripping new addition to the best-selling I Survived series, a young Jewish boy escapes the ghetto and finds a group of resistance fighters in the forests of Poland, but does he have what it takes to survive the Nazis -- and fight back?Tarshis, Lauren PB

No Messin' with My Lesson Nancy E. Krulik           

Harry Potter And The Half-Blood Prince Harry Potter begins his sixth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry in an atmosphere of uncertainty, as the magical world begins to face the fact that the evil wizard Voldemort is alive and active once again.Rowling, J. K. PB

Night Of The Ninjas The magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back in time to feudal Japan where the siblings learn about the ways of the Ninja.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Night Of The Ninjas The magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back in time to feudal Japan where the siblings learn about the ways of the Ninja.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

The Lightning Thief After learning that the father he never knew is an ancient Greek god, Percy Jackson is transferred from boarding school to Camp Half-Blood, a summer camp for demigods, and becomes involved in a quest to prevent a war between the gods.Riordan, Rick PB

The Cow-Tail Switch And Other West African Stories Humorous and ironic folktales revealing the customs and thought of the West Africans.Courlander, Harold PB

Pirates Past Noon (Magic Tree House #4) (Paperback) Edition: ReprintMary Pope Osborne           

The Knight At Dawn Jack and Annie journey back in time in the Magic Tree House to medieval England, where they encounter a remarkable castle that comes complete with a fierce dragon, terrifying dungeon, and secret passageway.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

The Knight At Dawn Jack and Annie journey back in time in the Magic Tree House to medieval England, where they encounter a remarkable castle that comes complete with a fierce dragon, terrifying dungeon, and secret passageway.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Afternoon On The Amazon Jack and Annie journey to a South American rain forest to search for new clues to the whereabouts of Morgan le FayOsborne, Mary Pope PB

Stuart Goes To School Worried about his first day at a new school, eight-year-old Stuart wears his magic cape and hopes that it will help him.Pennypacker, Sara PB

Surprise Island Four children learn the joys of independence when they are allowed to spend their summer vacation on a small island.Warner, Gertrude ChandlerPB

The Magic School Bus At The Waterworks When Ms. Frizzle, the strangest teacher in school, takes her class on a field trip to the waterworks, everyone ends up experiencing the water purification system from the inside.Cole, Joanna PB

Storms Miriam Busch           

Storms Miriam Busch           

Meet Samantha, An American Girl For more than 15 years, The American Girls Collection has captivated readers with its tales of heart, hope and history. Millions of girls have fallen in love with the series' strong, appealing heroines.Adler, Susan S. PB

The Magic School Bus Inside The Earth On a special field trip in the Magic School Bus, Ms. Frizzle's class learns firsthand about different kinds of rocks and the formation of the Earth.Cole, Joanna PB

The Magic School Bus Lost In The Solar System On a special field trip in the magic school bus, Ms. Frizzle's class goes into outer space and visits each planet in the solar system.Cole, Joanna PB

Helen Keller: Courage In The Dark A biography of the blind and deaf girl who overcame both handicaps with the help of her teacher, Anne Sullivan.Hurwitz, Johanna PB

Moses: When Harriet Tubman Led Her People To FreedomDescribes Tubman's spiritual journey as she hears the voice of God guiding her north to freedom on that very first trip to escape the brutal practice of forced servitude. Tubman would make nineteen subsequent trips back south, never being caught, but none as profound as this first one.Weatherford, Carole B. HC

Mary Wore Her Red Dress And Henry Wore His Green SneakersEach of Katy Bear's animal friends wears a different color of clothing to her birthday party.Peek, Merle PB

The Great Quarterback Switch Twelve-year-old Michael, confined to a wheelchair after an accident, uses mental telepathy to communicate football plays to his quarterback twin brother Tom, then suddenly finds himself on the field in his brother's place.Christopher, Matt PB

The Absent Author (A to Z Mysteries) Ron Roy           

Junie B. Jones And Her Big Fat Mouth When her teacher announces Job Day at school, Junie B. gets carried away, coming up with the best--and strangest--job description in Room Nine.Park, Barbara PB

Junie B. Jones And Her Big Fat Mouth When her teacher announces Job Day at school, Junie B. gets carried away, coming up with the best--and strangest--job description in Room Nine.Park, Barbara PB

If I Ran the School Bruce Lansky           

Corduroy           

The Littles The Littles, a family of 6-inch-high people who live in the walls of an old house, begin to worry when the new residents bring a cat.Peterson, John PB

Captain Underpants and the Big, Bad Battle of the Bionic Booger Boy, Part 2Dav Pilkey           

Missing Abby Weatherly, Lee PB

October Ogre Ron Roy           

Inside Out And Back Again Through a series of poems, a young girl chronicles the life-changing year of 1975, when she, her mother, and her brothers leave Vietnam and resettle in Alabama.Lai, Thanhha PB

The Search For Sunken Treasure Geronimo Stilton, is a quiet, mild-mannered mouse, who keeps getting pulled into adventures. Narrated as if the books are autobiographical adventures, this series is Italy's most popular children's series and has been translated into English.Stilton, Geronimo PB

Junie B. Jones And A Little Monkey Business Junie B. Jones has a new baby brother her grandma calls ``the cutest little monkey!'' Junie has told the kids in her class that he's ``A REAL, ALIVE, BABY MONKEY,'' and she's taking bids from her ``bestest'' friends for the first look.Park, Barbara PB



Junie B. Jones And A Little Monkey Business Junie B. Jones has a new baby brother her grandma calls ``the cutest little monkey!'' Junie has told the kids in her class that he's ``A REAL, ALIVE, BABY MONKEY,'' and she's taking bids from her ``bestest'' friends for the first look.Park, Barbara PB

Stanley's Christmas Adventure Brown, Jeff           

Dolphin Tale 2: A Tale Of Winter And Hope! The sequel to the heartwarming and inspirational movie Dolphin Tale! In theaters September 19, 2014. Dolphin Tale 2 is another true story inspired by the life of Winter, a dolphin who was badly injured and needed a prosthetic tail to survive. In DT2, Winter gets a co-star named Hope. Hope is a baby dolphin who was rescued by the Clearwater Marine Aquarium in 2010, five years and one day after Winter was rescued. The same all-star cast returns for DT2, including Harry Connick Jr., Ashley Judd, Morgan Freeman, and Kris Kristofferson. Winter and Hope will play themselves in the movie, too! This story will have easy-to-read text as well as color photos from the movie.Reyes, Gabrielle PB

Magic Tree House 23: Twister on Tuesday Mary Osborne           

Fancy Nancy And The Late, Late, Late Night Nancy is enchanted by Mrs. Devine's movie star past. She's so enchanted that she decides to adapt the movie-star lifestyle-and everybody knows that movie stars don't go to bed early!O'Connor, Jane PB

Rules Having always tried to manage her autistic brother's embarrassing behavior, Catherine is excited about her new relationship with Jason and the girl next door.Lord, Cynthia PB

Number The Stars In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old Annemarie learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps shelter her Jewish friend from the Nazis.Lowry, Lois PB

Fossils Readers will learn how fossils can give scientists information about the plants and animals that lived on Earth many years ago.Squire, Ann O. PB

Day of the Dragon King Mary Pope Osborne; illustrated by  Sal Murdocca          

Charlotte's Web Fern raises the little runt pig, Wilbur, only to have her father give him awayWhite, E. B. PB

June Jam Ron Roy           

Holy Enchilada! Inspired by the true life experiences of Henry Winkler, whose undiagnosed dyslexia made him a classic childhood underachiever, this series is about the high-spirited and funny adventures of a boy with learning differences.Winkler, Henry and Lin OliverPB

One Crazy Summer In the summer of 1968, after travelling from Brooklyn, New York, to Oakland, California, to spend a month with the mother they barely know, 11-year-old Delphine and her two younger sisters arrive to a cold welcome as they discover that their mother, a dedicated poet and printer, is resentful of their intrusion and wants them to attend a nearby Black Panther summer camp.Williams-Garcia, Rita PB

Mummies In The Morning Jack and Annie find themselves in ancient Egypt, where they come face to face with a dead queen--and her 1,000-year-old mummy.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Ride, Fly Guy, Ride! Accompanying his father and Buzz on a car ride, Fly Guy is inadvertently blown out of the car window and into a truck driver's mouth before being spit out and tumbled into a boat, a circus train and an airplane.Arnold, Tedd HC

Almost Home The Newbery Honor-winning author of Hope Was Here offers the story of sixth-grader Sugar and her mother, who lose their beloved house and experience the harsh world of homelessness.Bauer, Joan PB

Almost Home The Newbery Honor-winning author of Hope Was Here offers the story of sixth-grader Sugar and her mother, who lose their beloved house and experience the harsh world of homelessness.Bauer, Joan PB

Looking Through A Telescope Simple text and photographs describe and illustrate how to use a telescope.Bullock, Linda PB

From The Mixed-Up Files Of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler Two runaway children make their home in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.Konigsburg, E. L. PB

Mia Mayhem And The Super Family Field Day It's family field day in this ninth adventure of the Mia Mayhem chapter book series! Mia and friends get ready for family field day at the PITS! Potato sack races, tug of war, and the hula hoop ring toss reach dangerous limits when a group of the most skilled and talented superheroes go head to head. Will Mia and her parents be able to come out on top or will the whole day end up in a major family fiasco? With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Mia Mayhem chapter books are perfect for emerging readers.West, Kara PB

Keepers After Kenyon squanders the money he has saved for his grandmother's birthday present, he searches for another special gift.Watts, Jeri PB

Frog And Toad All Year Five enchanting tales about the friendship of Frog and Toad depict the lovable creatures engaging in varied activities throughout the seasons of the year.Lobel, Arnold PB

Mr. Popper's Penguins The 1938 classic tells the story of Mr. Popper, the small-town housepainter who dreamed of exploring Antarctic regions, and Captain Cook, the redoubtable penguin who turned Mr. Popper's world upside down.Atwater, Richard PB

Brave Harriet On a clear morning in 1912, Harriet Quimby became the first woman to fly solo across the treacherous English Channel.Moss, Marissa HC

Beezus and Ramona Beverly Cleary           

Beezus and Ramona Beverly Cleary           

The Stinky Cheese Vacation Each Geronimo Stilton book is fast-paced, with lively full-color art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love. I, Geronimo Stilton, was finishing up work one evening when I opened a letter from Uncle Stingysnout. He needed to see me immediately! I headed straight to Penny Pincher Castle for what I thought would be a nice visit... but my uncle put me straight to work. Moldy mozzarella, what a terrible vacation!Stilton, Geronimo PB

polar bears past bedtime magic treehouse #12 mary pope osborne           

polar bears past bedtime magic treehouse #12 mary pope osborne           

The Mark of Athena The Greek and Roman demigods will have to cooperate in order to defeat the giants released by the Earth Mother, Gaea. Then they will have to sail together to the ancient land--Greece itself--to find the Doors of Death.Riordan, Rick HC

Pirates Past Noon Jack and Annie are in deep trouble when the Magic Tree House takes them back to the days of desert islands, secret maps, hidden gold--and ruthless pirates!Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Pirates Past Noon Jack and Annie are in deep trouble when the Magic Tree House takes them back to the days of desert islands, secret maps, hidden gold--and ruthless pirates!Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Feathers For Lunch Introduces twelve common birds and offers tips on identification, in a colorful study told from the perspective of a hungry cat on the prowl.Ehlert, Lois PB

The Flag We Love An introduction to the American flag relates its history and explains the ideals it represents.Ryan, Pam Munoz PB

The Paper Bag Princess After her castle and clothes are destroyed by the dragon, Princess Elizabeth, dressed only in a paper bag, sets out to rescue Prince Ronald, who was taken captive.Munsch, Robert PB

Sarah, Plain And Tall When Papa's new wife, Sarah, arrives from Maine, the children begin to love her but fear that she will one day leave them.MacLachlan, Patricia PB

The Life Cycle Of A Frog Describes how frogs develop from eggs to tadpoles to froglets to adult frogs.Kalman, Bobbie and Kathryn SmithymanPB

The Life Cycle Of A Frog Describes how frogs develop from eggs to tadpoles to froglets to adult frogs.Kalman, Bobbie and Kathryn SmithymanPB

The Penguin: A Funny Bird Describes the habits, characteristics, and habitat of penguins.Fontanel, Beatrice PB

Superfudge Judy Blume           

Junie B. Jones Is A Party Animal Junie B. can't wait for Lucille's sleep over party. But before her parents will let her go, Junie B. has to learn all the rules of spending the night.Park, Barbara PB

Junie B. Jones Is A Party Animal Junie B. can't wait for Lucille's sleep over party. But before her parents will let her go, Junie B. has to learn all the rules of spending the night.Park, Barbara PB

Harry Potter And The Sorcerer's Stone (Hardcover) Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a great destiny proves his worth while attending Hogwarts School for Wizards and Witches.Rowling, J. K. HC

Helen Keller A biography stressing the childhood of the woman who overcame the handicaps of being blind and deaf.Davidson, Margaret PB

I Read Signs Unknown Author           

I Read Signs Unknown Author           

Stuart Little White, E. B./ Williams, Garth          



Misty Of Chincoteague Paul and his sister Maureen's determination to own a pony from the herd on Chincoteague Island, Virginia, is greatly increased when the Phantom and her colt are among the ponies rounded up for the yearly auction. A Newbery Honor Book.Henry, Marguerite PB

Lewis And Clark Recounts the story of the Lewis and Clark Expedition to explore the uncharted western wilderness, placing it in its historical context.Sullivan, George PB

Ghost Town At Sundown Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to the Wild West, where they experience excitement and danger and try to solve a riddle. Check out the nonfiction companion book Wild West in the Magic Tree House Fact Tracker series.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Pete The Cat And The Bad Banana Pete the Cat bites into a bad banana and decides that he never wants to eat bananas again. But Pete really likes bananas! Will one rotten bite ruin the whole bunch?Dean, James PB

Dragonslayer An imaginative mouse who likes to read heroic fantasy novels finds herself on the school math team as it prepares to compete for the coveted Golden Slide Rule.Holm, Jennifer L. and Matt PB

The Freshwater Alphabet Book An alphabet book that presents facts about freshwater plants and animals.Pallotta, Jerry PB

A Picture Book Of Davy Crockett Follows Crockett's life from his 1786 birth in Tennessee, through his fame as a storyteller and sharpshooter, to his political career and his death at the AlamoAdler, David A. PB

I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 The horror of Hurricane Katrina is brought vividly to life in this fictional account of a boy, a dog, and the storm of the century. Barry's family tries to evacuate before Hurricane Katrina hits their home in New Orleans. But when Barry's little sister gets terribly sick, they're forced to stay home and wait out the storm. At first, Katrina doesn't seem to be as bad as predicted. But overnight the levees break, and Barry's world is literally torn apart. He's swept away by the floodwaters, away from his family. Can he survive the storm of the century -- alone?Tarshis, Lauren PB

A Thunderstorm Is Coming, Level 2 Theme 5.4 Read (COR)           

A Thunderstorm Is Coming, Level 2 Theme 5.4 Read (COR)           

Once Upon A Starry Night Take an illuminating ride through the starry night sky, and learn how the heavens pay tribute to the gods of Greek and Roman mythology. Once Upon A Starry Night explains the ten ancient figures whose legends are written large across the universe. Every page shines with Christina Balit's vibrant art, studded with shiny stars, and provides the perfect backdrop to Jacqueline Mitton's poetic text.Balit, Christina PB

Who Was Martin Luther King, Jr.? With clearly written text that explains this tumultuous time in history and 80 black-and-white illustrations, this Who Was biography celebrates the vision and the legacy of a remarkable man.Bader, Bonnie PB

How To Train Your Dragon  Hiccup may be the son of the chief of the Hairy Hooligans, but he isn't exactly heroic Viking material. When the tribe is faced with danger, Hiccup's unusual dragon-training techniques prove successful and he and his unique beast become true heroes.Cowell, Cressida PB

Dragon Of The Red Dawn When Jack and Annie are given the task of discovering one of the four secrets of happiness, they head off in the magic tree house to a land of fierce samurai and great beauty, the capital city of Edo (now the city of Tokyo), in ancient Japan.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Elena of Avalor Elena and Naomi's Big Adventure Disney Book Group           

Felicity Learns A Lesson Shortly before the Revolutionary War, nine-year-old Felicity, who lives in Williamsburg, is torn between supporting the tariff-induced tea boycott and saving her friendship with Elizabeth, a young loyalist from England.Tripp, Valerie PB

Cabin Fever Middle-schooler Greg Heffley is the prime suspect when it is discovered that school property has been damaged, but when a surprise blizzard hits and school is closed, Greg is stuck indoors with his family, unable to prove his innocence.Kinney, Jeff

The Chocolate Touch A title first published in 1952 recounts the trials and tribulations of a greedy boy's predicament when everything John Midas touches turns to chocolate.Catling, Patrick Skene PB

The Chocolate Touch A title first published in 1952 recounts the trials and tribulations of a greedy boy's predicament when everything John Midas touches turns to chocolate.Catling, Patrick Skene PB

I Survived The San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 Earning money to help his family at the beginning of the 20th century, 10-year-old newsboy Leo explores the hilly city's bustling business world and modern innovations before a massive earthquake and decimating fire change everything he has ever known.Tarshis, Lauren PB

Squanto And The Miracle Of Thanksgiving Describes how the Massachusetts Native American Squanto was captured by the British when he was 12 years old, sold into slavery in Spain and ultimately returned to the New World to become a guide and friend to the Pilgrims. Reprint.Metaxas, Eric PB

Coral Reefs Having been in existence since the time of dinosaurs, this comprehensive guide to coral reefs offers an informative tour of this active environment while examining its diverse residence, plant life, make-up, eating habits, and unique characteristics.Gibbons, Gail PB

The Chocolate Touch Patrick Skene Catling           

Cam Jansen and the mystery of the dinosaur bones Susanna Natti           

A Seed Is Sleepy This gorgeous book from award-winning artist Sylvia Long and author Dianna Hutts Aston offers children a beautiful and informative look at the intricate, complex, and often surprising world of seeds. Poetic in voice and elegant in design, the book introduces children to a fascinating array of seed and plant facts, making it perfect reading material at home or in the classroom.Aston, Dianna Hutts PB

The Tail Of Emily Windsnap In this glorious undersea setting, mermaids study shipwrecks at school and Neptune rules with an iron trident. A fantasy about family secrets, loyal friendship, and the convention-defying power of love.Kessler, Liz PB

Harry Potter And The Chamber Of Secrets When the Chamber of Secrets is opened again at the Hogswart School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, second-year student Harry Potter finds himself in danger from a dark power that has once more been released on the school.Rowling, J. K. PB

Is That a Sick Cat in Your Backpack           

Benjamin Franklin Drawn from his own newspaper articles and personal recollections, a fascinating glimpse into the life of the brilliant printer, inventor, scientist, and statesman details his many accomplishments and contributions.Roop, Connie PB

The King Of Show-And-Tell Freddy Thresher has a really big problem. He never has anything cool to bring for show-and-tell. This week, his best friend, Robbie, has brought the most amazing artifact to share: a real alligator head. How will Freddy come up with aKlein, Abby PB

Granddaddy's Turn Based on the true story of one family's struggle for voting rights in the civil rights-era South, this moving tale shines an emotional spotlight on a dark facet of U.S. history. Life on the farm with Granddaddy is full of hard work, but despite all the chores, Granddaddy always makes time for play, especially fishing trips. Even when there isn't a bite to catch, he reminds young Michael that it takes patience to get what's coming to you. One morning, when Granddaddy heads into town in his fancy suit, Michael knows that something very special must be happening--and sure enough, everyone is lined up at the town hall! For the very first time, Granddaddy is allowed to vote, and he couldn't be more proud. But can Michael be patient when it seems that justice just can't come soon enough? This powerful and touching true-life story shares one boy's perspective of growing up in the segregated South, while beautiful illustrations depict the rural setting in tender detail.Bandy, Michael S. and Eric SteinPB

Meet Kit, An American Girl For more than 15 years, The American Girls Collection has captivated readers with its tales of heart, hope and history. Millions of girls have fallen in love with the series' strong, appealing heroines.Tripp, Valerie PB

Flat Stanley Jeff Brown           

Freak The Mighty At the beginning of eighth-grade, learning disabled Max and his new friend Freak, whose birth defect has affected his body but not his brilliant mind, find that when they combine forces they make a powerful team.Philbrick, Rodman PB

CLICK, CLACK, MOO           

Come On, Rain! A young girl eagerly awaits a coming rainstorm to bring relief from the oppressive summer heat.Hesse, Karen HC

The Lightning Thief Rick Riordan           

The Ugly Truth While trying to find a new best friend after feuding with Rowley, middle-school slacker Greg Heffley is warned by older family members that adolescence is a time to act more responsibly and to think seriously about his future.Kinney, Jeff

The Kissing Hand           

I Survived True Stories: Five Epic Disasters From the author of the New York Times-bestselling I Survived series come five harrowing true stories of survival, featuring real kids in the midst of epic disasters. From a group of students surviving the 9.0 earthquake that set off a historic tsunami in Japan, to a boy nearly frozen on the prairie in 1888, these unforgettable kids lived to tell tales of unimaginable destruction -- and, against all odds, survival. Read their incredible stories: The Children's Blizzard, 1888 The Titanic Disaster, 1912 The Great Boston Molasses Flood, 1919 The Japanese Tsunami, 2011 The Henryville Tornado, 2012Tarshis, Lauren HC

Stage Fright On A Summer Night Mary Pope Osborne           

Ramona The Pest Ramona Quimby's entry into kindergarten becomes an earth-shattering event for all concerned when she makes her irrepressible presence known.Cleary, Beverly PB

Boundless Grace Accompanied by Nana, Grace travels to Africa to visit her father, who left home when she was little, and learns that love can be without bounds, even in divided families. By the author of Amazing Grace.Hoffman, Mary Ann PB

What If You Had Animal Teeth? If you could have any animal's front teeth, whose would you choose? What If You Had Animal Teeth? takes children on a fun, informative, and imaginative journey as they explore what it would be like if their own front teeth were replaced by those of a different animal. Featuring a dozen animals, this book explores how different teeth are especially adapted for an animal's survival.Markle, Sandra PB

Who Was Ulysses S. Grant? Ulysses S. Grant certainly does not have the typical war hero "back story." Although a graduate of West Point, he never wanted to be a soldier and was terrified when he first saw battle. However, during the Civil War U.S. Grant rose to what the times required. He took command of Union forces, helped bring the war to an end in 1865, and went on to serve two terms as president.Stine, Megan PB

The Berenstain Bears And The Big Road Race Papa Bear and his family watch as the little red car competes in a race against the big orange, yellow, green, and blue cars.Berenstain, Stan and Jan PB

Zen Shorts Jon Muth           



Amber Brown Is Not A Crayon She may not be a crayon, but Amber Brown is certainly blue over the fact that her best friend, Justin Daniels, is moving away. What's making it even harder is that he won't talk to her about how he feels.Danziger, Paula PB

Da Vinci Traces the life of the Renaissance artist and examines some of his paintings.Venezia, Mike

Owls From the smallest, the elf owl, to the largest, the great gray owl, here is information about the 21 types of owls that are believed to be living in North America.Gibbons, Gail PB

Very Short Mother Goose Tales to Read Together Mary Ann Hoberman           

Clementine's Letter Sara Pennypacker           

Captain Underpants And The Big, Bad Battle Of The Bionic Booger Boy, Part 2: The Revenge Of The Ridiculous Robo-BoogersGeorge, Harold, Captain Underpants, and Sulu the bionic hamster battle the three ridiculous Robo-Boogers in an attempt to turn the Bionic Booger Boy back into Melvin Sneedly.Pilkey, Dav PB

The 100 Year Starship In 1992, Dr. Mae Jemison made history by spending eight days in Earth's orbit, making her the first black woman ever to visit space. Twenty years later, Dr. Jemison is pushing space travel forward again with her 100 Year Starship Foundation. In this new True Book series, readers will join Dr. Jemison as she guides them on a tour of our solar system and explains how astronomers have used technology to discover new stars and planets.Jemison, Mae Dr and Dana Meachen RauPB

Ivy And Bean Doomed To Dance Second-grade best friends Ivy and Bean beg for ballet lessons, then, when they are cast as squids in their first recital, scheme to find a way out of what seems to be boring, hard, and potentially embarrassing.Barrows, Annie PB

Owl Moon Yolen, Jane           

The Whipping Boy A bratty prince and his whipping boy have many adventures when they inadvertently trade places after becoming involved with dangerous outlaws.Fleischman, Sid PB

Trivia Queen, 3rd Grade Supreme In Book 2, a zoologist is coming to visit Ruby's school, and there will be one representative from grade levels 2-8 chosen to compete in an animal trivia contest. The winner will land season passes to the Chill Brook Zoo for everyone in their grade level. Ruby, who can absorb factual information quickly and recall it at any time, is the third grade delegate, and her brothers are on board to help--or hinder--her preparation.Barnes, Derrick PB

The Yellow Yacht (A to Z MYSTERIES) Ron Roy           

Princess Peppa And The Royal Ball An approaching royal ball finds Peppa Pig inviting guests, cleaning the castle, decorating the ballroom and helping the royal baker prepare tasty treats in her efforts to organize a night to remember before time runs out.Scholastic, Eds. PB

The Sapphire Princess Meets a Monster Sabrina the Sapphire Princess rules the beautiful Blue Lake. Her palace floats on top of the water like a magical lily pad. But does something dangerous lurk beneath the peaceful lake? Sabrina is determined to keep her people safe -- even if she has to come face-to-face with a monster!Malcolm, Jahnna N. PB

Who Was Clara Barton? Clarissa "Clara" Barton was a shy girl who grew up to become a teacher, nurse, and humanitarian. At a time when few women worked outside the home, she became the first woman to hold a government job, as a patent clerk in Washington, DC. In 1864, she was appointed "lady in charge" of the hospitals at the front lines of the Union Army, where she became known as the "Angel of the Battlefield." Clara Barton built a career helping others. She went on to found the American Red Cross, one of her greatest accomplishments, and one of the most recognized organizations in the world.Spinner, Stephanie PB

High Tide in Hawaii Osborne, Mary Pope           

High Tide in Hawaii Osborne, Mary Pope           

Dr. Brad Has Gone Mad! Ella Mentry School counselor Dr. Brad believes wisecracking A.J. may be a genius and subjects him to some very strange tests to find out for sure.Gutman, Dan PB

Junie B. Jones has a Peep in her Pocket Edition: first Denise Brunkus Barbara Park          

Junie B. Jones has a Peep in her Pocket Edition: first Denise Brunkus Barbara Park          

Junie B. Jones has a Peep in her Pocket Edition: first Denise Brunkus Barbara Park          

Junie B. Jones And That Meanie Jim's Birthday The irrepressible Junie B. Jones returns in her sixth adventure as she sets out to even the score when she is not invited to Jim's birthday party.Park, Barbara PB

Junie B. Jones And That Meanie Jim's Birthday The irrepressible Junie B. Jones returns in her sixth adventure as she sets out to even the score when she is not invited to Jim's birthday party.Park, Barbara PB

Julian Rodriguez           

Amazing Fish Ling, Mary           

Dark Day in the Deep Sea Mary Pope Osborne           

Super Fly Guy Zipping around the school lunch room, diving into the garbage cans, and swooping about the dirty dishes, Fly Guy is greatly enjoying his busy afternoon, but when the lunch ladies get sight of him, chaos breaks out!Arnold, Tedd PB

The Librarian Of Basra: A True Story From Iraq The story of a librarian in Basra, Iraq, named Alia Muhammad Baker, who took it upon herself to save the 30,000 new and ancient books in her library before the war came and destroyed everything.Winter, Jeanette HC

Playing Avelyn Davidson           

Junie B., First Grader: Shipwrecked Junie B. Jones is a first grader at last, which means a new class, a new teacher, and even some new friends.Park, Barbara PB

RUNAWAY RALPH BEVERLY CLEARY           

Rhyming Dust Bunnies Jan Thomas           

Trumans Farm, Paperback Level 5 Read (COR)           

A Picture Book Of Martin Luther King, Jr. Presents a biography of the Baptist minister and civil rights leader whose philosophy and practice of nonviolent civil disobedience helped African Americans win many battles for equal rights.Adler, David A. PB

Stink: The Incredible Shrinking Kid The shortest kid in the second-grade, James Moody, also known as Stink, learns all about the shortest president of the United States, James Madison, when they celebrate Presidents' Day at school.McDonald, Megan

Horrid Henry Tricks The Tooth Fairy Horrid Henry tricks the Tooth Fairy into giving him more money; sends Moody Margaret packing; causes his teachers to run screaming from the school; and single-handedly wrecks a wedding.Simon, Francesca PB

The Little Engine That Could (Loren Long, Illustrator) The classic tale of the determined little engine that, despite its size, triumphantly pulls a train full of toys to the waiting children on the other side of the mountain.Piper, Watty HC

Journey To The Volcano Palace The kids return to Droon to check on their new friend, Princess Keeah. Lord Sparr has taken a magic jewel from Keeah and hidden it. Together the four children must sneak into his volcano home to try to get it back.Abbott, Tony PB

Felicity Saves The Day During a visit to her grandfather's plantation in Virginia during the summer of 1775, Felicity's loyalty is torn between her father and Ben, her father's apprentice who needs her help as he runs away to join George Washington's army of Patriots.Tripp, Valerie PB

Bridge To Terabithia Jess copes with tragedy by going to a secret kingdom in the woods invented by newcomer Leslie Burke.Paterson, Katherine PB

Paper Towns One month before graduating from his Central Florida high school, Quentin "Q" Jacobsen basks in the predictable boringness of his life until the beautiful and exciting Margo Roth Spiegelman, Q's neighbor and classmate, takes him on a midnight adventure and then mysteriously disappears.Green, John PB

Flat Stanley Jeff Brown; illustrated by  Scott Nash          

Mrs. Roopy Is Loopy! With more than 11 million books sold, the My Weird School series really gets kids reading! In the third book of the original My Weird School series, the new librarian Mrs. Roopy might be A.J.'s craziest teacher yet! Before class begins, they find her dressed first as President George Washington and then Little Miss Muffet. And Mrs. Roopy won't even admit that it's her! Can A.J. and his class help their very troubled librarian before she does something really wacky? Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman's insanely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't miss the hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang.Gutman, Dan PB

Firegirl A boy befriends a girl who survives a fire, and who changes his perspective in myriad ways.Abbott, Tony PB

The Magic School Bus Makes A Rainbow Ms Frizzle s class learn how to make the 6 colours of the rainbow.Bloom, George A. PB

What Is A Life Cycle? Introduces the life cycles of plants, insects, amphibians, reptiles, fish, birds, mammals, and humans, discussing birth, growth, parental care, and reproduction.Kalman, Bobbie PB

The Dot Art class is over, but Vashti is sitting glued to her chair in front of a blank piece of paper. The words of her teacher are a gentle invitation to express herself. But Vashti can't draw - she's no artist. To prove her point, Vashti jabs at a blank sheet of paper to make an unremarkable and angry mark. "There!" she says. That one little dot marks the beginning of Vashti's journey of surprise and self-discovery. That special moment is the core of Peter H. Reynolds's delicate fable about the creative spirit in all of us.Reynolds, Peter H. HC



Scarecrow Although made of straw and borrowed clothes, a scarecrow appreciates his peaceful, gentle life and the privilege of watching nature at work.Rylant, Cynthia PB

The Summer Vacation From the Black Lagoon (Black Lagoon Adventures, #17)Mike Thaler           

The Year Of The Dog Universal themes of friendship, family, and finding one's passion in life make this story of a Chinese-American family appealing to readers of all backgrounds.Lin, Grace PB

The New Kid at School (Dragon Slayers' Academy #1)           

Junie B. Jones Is A Beauty Shop Guy After her first trip to a beauty parlor Junie decides she wants to work there, and she practices on her bunny slippers, her dog, and herself with disastrous results.Park, Barbara PB

Junie B. Jones Is A Beauty Shop Guy After her first trip to a beauty parlor Junie decides she wants to work there, and she practices on her bunny slippers, her dog, and herself with disastrous results.Park, Barbara PB

Maniac Magee The classic award-winning story about a young boy who finds himself when he escapes an unbearable situation.Spinelli, Jerry PB

Maniac Magee The classic award-winning story about a young boy who finds himself when he escapes an unbearable situation.Spinelli, Jerry PB

Maniac Magee The classic award-winning story about a young boy who finds himself when he escapes an unbearable situation.Spinelli, Jerry PB

The Great Shark Escape What starts as a class trip to the aquarium ends in the depths of the ocean, where Ms. Frizzle's class has to escape from the jaws of a great white shark.Cole, Joanna PB

Stargirl Although Stargirl is shunned by many at school for her unique presence, Leo Borlock, a fellow classmate, finds her inspiring and soon finds himself head-over-heels in love. Reader's Guide available.Spinelli, Jerry HC

Good Morning, Gorillas The magic tree house takes Jack and Annie to an African rainforest, where the siblings encounter gorillas and learn to communicate with them.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Chocolate Fever Kimmel, Smith Robert           

Who was Roald Dahl? True Kelley           

The Secret Of The Old Mill Dixon, Franklin W. HC

Go, Cub! Susan B. Neuman           

What Is A Biome? Introduces biomes, showing and describing the main kinds and discussing their location, climate, and plant and animal life, as well as those developed by humansKalman, Bobbie PB

Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs Barrett, Judi HC

Brave Margaret: An Irish Adventure In this retelling of an Irish folktale, a brave young woman battles a sea serpent and rescues her true love from a giant.San Souci, Robert D. PB

Milton Hershey: Chocolate King, Town Builder Relates the story of the founder of the Hershey Chocolate Company in Hershey, Pennsylvania, known for his hard work, perseverance, and charity on behalf of young people.Simon, Charnan PB

Weathering And Erosion Earth is constantly changing. Wind, water and even humans change Earth's surface. The land is broken down and worn away by erosion. The Grand Canyon was made from erosion. Many other landforms were made this way, too.Maloof, Torrey PB

EARTHQUAKE IN THE EARLY MORNING (MAGIC TREE HOUSE, NO 24)Mary Pope Osborne           

EARTHQUAKE IN THE EARLY MORNING (MAGIC TREE HOUSE, NO 24)Mary Pope Osborne           

EARTHQUAKE IN THE EARLY MORNING (MAGIC TREE HOUSE, NO 24)Mary Pope Osborne           

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Journeys Unknown Author           

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Journeys Unknown Author           

Mayflower Treasure Hunt (A to Z Mysteries) Ron Roy           

Mayflower Treasure Hunt (A to Z Mysteries) Ron Roy           

The Canary Caper (A to Z Mysteries) Ron Roy           

Lifetimes Demonstrates the difference in lifespan of various plants and animals.Rice, David L. PB

Whoosh! Lonnie Johnson's Super-Soaking Stream Of InventionsA cool idea with a big splash You know the Super Soaker. It's one of top twenty toys of all time. And it was invented entirely by accident. Trying to create a new cooling system for refrigerators and air conditioners, impressive inventor Lonnie Johnson instead created the mechanics for the iconic toy. A love for rockets, robots, inventions, and a mind for creativity began early in Lonnie Johnson's life. Growing up in a house full of brothers and sisters, persistence and a passion for problem solving became the cornerstone for a career as an engineer and his work with NASA. But it is his invention of the Super Soaker water gun that has made his most memorable splash with kids and adults.Barton, Chris HC

War Horse A powerful tale of war, redemption, and a hero's journey--now available in paperback! In 1914, Joey, a beautiful bay-red foal with a distinctive cross on his nose, is sold to the army and thrust into the midst of the war on the Western Front. With his officer, he charges toward the enemy, witnessing the horror of the battles in France. But even in the desolation of the trenches, Joey's courage touches the soldiers around him and he is able to find warmth and hope. But his heart aches for Albert, the farmer's son he left behind. Will he ever see his true master again?Morpurgo, Michael PB

Happy Birthday, Martin Luther King Marzollo, Jean/ Pinkney, J. Brian (ILT)          

Frogs! Presents an introduction to frogs, discussing their physical characteristics, mating habits, predators, and different species.Carney, Elizabeth PB

Ordinary Mary's Extraordinary Deed A young girl's good deed is multiplied as it is passed on by those who have been touched by the kindesss of others.Pearson, Emily HC

One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish A story-poem about the activities of such unusual animals as the Nook, Wump, Yink, Yop, Gack, and the Zeds.Dr. Seuss HC

Martin's Big Words: The Life Of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.This picture book biography of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. brings his life and the profound nature of his message to young children through his own words. Martin Luther King, Jr., was one of the most influential and gifted speakers of all time. Doreen Rappaport uses quotes from some of his most beloved speeches to tell the story of his life and his work in a simple, direct way. Bryan Collier's stunning collage art combines remarkable watercolor paintings with vibrant patterns and textures. A timeline and a list of additional books and web sites help make this a standout biography of Dr. King.Rappaport, Doreen PB

Chicks And Chickens An introduction to the physical characteristics, behavior, and life cycle of chickens, as well as a discussion of how chickens are raised on farms.Gibbons, Gail PB

Cam Jansen: The Mystery At The Haunted House What wrongdoer is any match for Cam Jansen, the girl with the amazing photographic memory? Jennifer "Cam" (short for camera) Jansen and her friend Eric use her remarkable gift to track down clues and solve thrilling and puzzling mysteries.Adler, David A. PB

Night Of The New Magicians Jack and Annie visit the Paris World's Fair of 1889 in an effort to protect four scientific pioneers from an evil sorcerer.Osborne, Mary Pope HC

Twister On Tuesday When Jack and Annie travel back to the Kansas prairie in search of "something to learn," they gain an understanding of how hard life was for pioneers and they experience the terror of a tornado.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Bowling Alley Bandit           

I Didn't Do My Homework Because... How many excuses are there for not doing homework? Let us count the ways: Giant lizards invaded the neighborhood. Elves hid all the pencils. And then there was that problem with carnivorous plants.... The excuses go on and on, each more absurd than the next and escalating to hilarious heights. Featuring detail-rich illustrations by Benjamin Chaud, this book is guaranteed to amuse kids and their parents, not to mention anyone who has experienced a slacker student moment--and isn't that everyone?Cali, Davide HC

Personal Space Camp Cook, Julia/ Hartman, Carrie (ILT)          

Rumble In The Jungle Each Geronimo Stilton book is fast-paced, with lively full-color art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love. I, Geronimo Stilton, was off to the wildest part of Brazil -- the Amazon jungle! I ended up on a hunt for an rare crystal treasure, which was stolen from a native tribe in the heart of the forest. I'd encounter alligators, snakes, piranhas, and other dangers on my way. Holey cheese! What an adventure!Stilton, Geronimo PB

Math Curse When the teacher tells her class that they can think of almost everything as a math problem, one student acquires a math anxiety that becomes a real curse.Scieszka, Jon HC

Junie B. Jones Is (Almost) A Flower Girl Too bad Junie B. Jones wasn't picked to be the flower girl in her aunt Flo's wedding--but surely she can still find a way to get everyone's attention!Park, Barbara PB



Night Of The New Magicians Jack and Annie visit the Paris World's Fair of 1889 in an effort to protect four scientific pioneers from an evil sorcerer.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Wildfires Ring, Susan PB

The Sky Is Falling! Random House Disney Staff and Apple J. JordanPB

About Dinosaurs Basic facts about dinosaurs are presented in a format designed to be read together by both parent and child.McKay, Sindy PB

Bionicle The Legend Reborn Farshtey, Greg           

Flat Stanley: His Original Adventure! After a bulletin board falls on Stanley while he is sleeping, he finds that being only half an inch thick has its advantages.Brown, Jeff PB

Silly and Sillier This brightly illustrated picture book provides a collection of twenty amusing tales from countries around the world, such the Bahamas, Iran, Italy, Borneo, and beyond. (Ages 5-8)Sierra, Judy HC

The Mystery In Venice Accepting an ugly crystal figurine from Petunia Pretty Paws, Geronimo Stilton discovers a mysterious message inside the figurine from a Venetian mouse who requires assistance.Stilton, Geronimo PB

The Abcs Of Endangered Animals Kalman, Bobbie PB

Light: Shadows, Mirrors, And Rainbows This book explains what makes shadows, how mirrors work, and what makes a rainbow.Rosinsky, Natalie M. PB

Moose Tracks Karma; Davis, Jack E. Wilson          

Tuck Everlasting The Tuck family is confronted with an agonizing situation when they discover that a 10-year-old girl and a malicious stranger now share their secret about a spring whose water prevents one from ever growing any older.Babbitt, Natalie PB

Treasure Island (Adaptation) Step Into Classics adaptations feature easy-to-read texts, big type, and short chapters that are ideal for reluctant readers and kids not yet ready to tackle original classics.Stevenson, Robert Louis PB

Lion Vs. Tiger What would happen if a lion and a tiger met each other? What if they were both hungry? What if they had a fight? Who do you think would win?Pallotta, Jerry PB

Lion Vs. Tiger What would happen if a lion and a tiger met each other? What if they were both hungry? What if they had a fight? Who do you think would win?Pallotta, Jerry PB

Simple Machines Includes an assortment of activities using such simple machines as pulleys and levers.Hodge, Deborah PB

Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales Brings together the best-loved tales of Hans Christian Andersen, including "The Emperor's New Clothes," "The Steadfast Tin Soldier," "Thumbelina," and "The Ugly Duckling."Andersen, Hans Christian PB

Miss Daisy Is Crazy! With more than 11 million books sold, the My Weird School series really gets kids reading! In the first My Weird School book ever , second-grade teacher Miss Daisy is in over her head. She doesn't even know how to add or subtract! But the kids have other things on their minds. Principal Klutz has promised that if they read a million pages in books, they can turn the school into a video-game arcade for one whole night! Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman's insanely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't miss the hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang.Gutman, Dan PB

On the Foul Line Patrick Jones           

The Ocean Alphabet Book Introduces the letters A to Z by describing fish and other creatures living in the North Atlantic Ocean.Pallotta, Jerry PB

Third Grade Angels Jerry Spinelli           

Scholastic literacy place Unknown Author           

Scholastic literacy place Unknown Author           

Scholastic literacy place Unknown Author           

How Do You Hug a Porcupine? Laurie Isop           

Ramona The Brave Determined to be brave, six-year-old Ramona Quimby has to deal with starting first-grade, her mother's new job, and a teacher who does not understand how hard it is for Ramona to grow up.Cleary, Beverly PB

Polar Bears And The Arctic: A Nonfiction Companion To "Polar Bears Past Bedtime"Find out why the arctic is so cold, how polar bears cross thin ice, and many other facts about the arctic.Osborne, Mary Pope and Natalie P. BoycePB

The Elephant's Wrestling Match Sierra, Judy/ Pinkney, J. Brian (ILT)          

Courageous Canine Kelly Milner Halls           

Carnival At Candlelight Mary Pope Osborne           

Puppy to Dog Camilla De la Bédoyère           

You Can't Taste a Pickle with Your Ear Harriet Ziefert           

Lucy the Diamond Fairy Jack Frost is causing trouble in Fairyland again! This time, he's stolen the seven jewels from Queen Titania's crown. Without them, all the magic in Fairyland is fading fast! Can Rachel and Kirsty help Lucy the Diamond Fairy find the final jewel?Meadows, Daisy PB

Too Many Tamales Maria tries on her mother's wedding ring while helping make tamales for a Christmas family get-together. Panic ensues when, hours later, she realizes the ring is missing.Soto, Gary PB

Cam Jansen and the mystery of the U.F.O (Cam Jansen adventure)David A Adler           

Bella's Gift The majestic mare Bella must enlist the help of Fiona, Thunder, Jewel, and Nike to save an imprisoned girl and her animal friends from an evil presence in North of North.Brown, Felicity PB

Who Was Ronald Reagan? Offering a look at his childhood years, his acting days in Hollywood, and his various political roles, including being twice elected as president.Milton, Joyce PB

Make Way For Dyamonde Daniel Spunky third-grader Dyamonde Daniel misses her old neighborhood, but when she befriends a boy named Free, another new student at school, she finally starts to feel at home.Grimes, Nikki PB

A Treasury Of Curious George Rey, Margret/ Rey, H. A./ Weston, Martha (ILT)          

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe           

Animals In Camouflage Describes how various animals use their coloration and physical characteristics to conceal themselves.Tildes, Phyllis Limbacher PB

Bubble Gum Rescue While putting the finishing touches on her special caramel chocolate candies, Melli finds a small bird whose feathers are coated in sticky syrup and learns from Cocoa that there's a deep crack in the butterscotch volcano in the Caramel Hills that's spewing gooey butterscotch everywhere, trapping small animals and endangering the sweet environment.Perelman, Helen PB

Happy Thanksgiving Margaret McNamara           

Animal World Questions & Answers           

Evelyn The Mermicorn Fairy Mermicorns are the most special and unique creatures in all of Fairyland. Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy helps keep them and their magic gems safe. The gems give fairies everywhere the confidence to believe in themselves. But when sneaky Jack Frost steals the gems, it's up to Rachel and Kirsty to help save the day. If they don't, all of the fairies in Fairyland will lose the confidence to help others! Find the magic gems in all three stories inside this Rainbow Magic Special Edition and help save the mermicorn magic!Meadows, Daisy PB

Tickled Pink Pinkalicious keeps everyone laughing in this pinkerrifically fun 8 x 8 storybook.Kann, Victoria PB

Sidewalk Story Young Lilly Etta is determined to find a way to help a family that has just been evicted from their apartment.Mathis, Sharon Bell PB



I Am George Washington Provides an introduction to the life of the first U.S. president that includes coverage of his Revolutionary War contributions and progressive ideals.Norwich, Grace PB

Shredderman Secret Identity Wendelin Van Draanen           

Amelia Bedelia Means Business With Amelia Bedelia, anything can happen! Amelia Bedelia wants a new bike-a shiny, fast one just like Suzanne's. Amelia Bedelia's mom says that a bike like that is expensive and will cost an arm and a leg. Amelia Bedelia can't give away one of her arms and one of her legs! She needs both arms to steer, and both legs to pedal. What Amelia Bedelia needs is a job. Look out! Here comes Amelia Bedelia, and she means business!Parish, Herman PB

The Life Cycle Of A Butterfly Describes the various stages of a monarch butterfly's life, from egg to pupa to caterpillar to butterfly, as well as its migration and dangers that it faces.Kalman, Bobbie PB

The Great Gilly Hopkins This Newbery Honor Book from bestselling author Katherine Paterson will simultaneously tug on the heartstrings and cause laugh-out-loud laughter. Eleven-year-old Gilly has been stuck in more foster families than she can remember, and she's disliked them all. She has a reputation for being brash, brilliant, and completely unmanageable, and that's the way she likes it. So when she's sent to live with the Trotters-by far the strangest family yet-she knows it's only a temporary problem. Gilly decides to put her sharp mind to work and get out of there fast. She's determined to no longer be a foster kid. Before long she's devised an elaborate scheme to get her real mother to come rescue her. Unfortunately, the plan doesn't work out quite as she hoped it would...Paterson, Katherine PB

Froggy Plays T-Ball Jonathan London           

Froggy Plays T-Ball Jonathan London           

There is a Bird on Your Head! Mo Willems           

The Intrepid Canadian Expedition Sara Pennypacker           

Stick Dog Wants a Hot Dog Tom Watson           

Mancha Ellen Miles           

House On The Cliff Teenage detectives Frank and Joe Hardy investigate a supposedly haunted house reported to be the hangout of criminals.Dixon, Franklin W. HC

The African Safari Discovery Josh Greenhut           

How I Learned Geography Based on the author's childhood in Kazakhstan, where he lived as a Polish refugee during World War II, this gripping story follows a young boy as he, after spending hours studying his father's world map, escapes the misery of refugee life by using his imagination to travel to exotic places.Shulevitz, Uri HC

Stella Diaz Has Something To Say A sweet middle-grade novel by award-winning illustrator Angela Dominguez about a shy Mexican-American girl who makes a new friend.Dominguez, Angela PB

Day Of The Dragon King Who would burn books? Jack and Annie find out when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to ancient China. There, a powerful emperor called the Dragon King has ordered that all books be burned. Will Jack and Annie be able to save at least one book? Or will they be captured by the emperor's soldiers?Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Princess (The Puppy Place. Where every puppy finds a home.)Ellen Miles           

Stellaluna Janell Cannon           

The Solar System           

Everything On A Waffle Forced to live with her uncle after her mother and father are lost at sea, Primrose's only source of friendship and support comes from the owner of a local restaurant who always provides her with practical advice with a dash of comfort on the side.Horvath, Polly PB

Betsy And Tacy Go Over The Big Hill Betsy, Tacy and Tib discover the uselessness of quarreling and the personal worth of some nearby Spanish refugees.Lovelace, Maud Hart PB

The Boy Who Cried Wolf In this contemporary retelling of a traditional tale, Willy cries "Wolf!" to get out of ordeals like taking a bath or going to his violin lesson, until the wolf really appears.Ross, Tony PB

Ramona Quimby - Age 8 Beverly Cleary           

Lily And Miss Liberty A little girl makes crowns and sells them to help raise money for the pedestal needed for mounting the Statue of Liberty.Stevens, Carla PB

I Am Harriet Tubman A comprehensive introduction to the life of the civil rights heroine and suffrage activist describes how she repeatedly risked her life to save dozens of slaves and became an equal rights icon in post-Civil War America, in a profile complemented by a timeline, maps, sidebars and a "Top-10" list of important facts.Norwich, Grace PB

Discovering New Planets In 1992, Dr. Mae Jemison made history by spending eight days in Earth's orbit, making her the first black woman ever to visit space. Twenty years later, Dr. Jemison is pushing space travel forward again with her 100 Year Starship Foundation. In this new True Book series, readers will join Dr. Jemison as she guides them on a tour of our solar system and explains how astronomers have used technology to discover new stars and planets.Jemison, Mae Dr. and Dana Meachen RauPB

The Quest For Screen Time Dumas, Marti PB

Read to Tiger S. J. Fore           

Ladybug Girl And Bumblebee Boy David Soman           

The Man Who Walked Between The Towers The incredible and true story of French aerialist Philippe Petit who walked, danced, and performed tricks for more than an hour on a tightrope set up between the two towers of the World Trade Center in 1974.Gerstein, Mordicai PB

Weird Sea Creatures Laura F. Marsh           

Whale Vs. Giant Squid This nonfiction Reader compares and contrasts two fearsome sea creatures. Kids learn about a whale and a giant squid's anatomy, behavior, and more. Book is packed with photos, charts, illustrations, and amazing facts.Pallotta, Jerry PB

The Life Cycle Of A Tree Text and photographs describe basic facts about trees, their function in a forest, and how they benefit animals, people, and the environment.Kalman, Bobbie PB

What Does a Governor Do? Melissa Blackwell Burke           

Great Migrations Laura F. Marsh           

Junie B., First Grader: One-Man Band Meet the World's Funniest First Grader--Junie B. Jones! Go Room One! With over 50 million books in print, Barbara Park's New York Times bestselling chapter book series, Junie B. Jones, is a classroom favorite and has been keeping kids laughing--and reading--for over 20 years! In the 22nd Junie B. Jones book, it's time for the first-grade kickball tournament! Only, here's the problem. Junie B. has hurt her big piggy toe and she can't play on the team. So, now what? She definitely doesn't want to be a cheerleader. But wait! Maybe she could be in Sheldon's halftime show! Then all eyes would be on her! And she would be the star! Hurray! Hurray! Junie B. . . . in the spotlight. What could possibly go wrong? USA TODAY : "Junie B. is the darling of the young-reader set." Publisher's Weekly : "Park convinces beginning readers that Junie B.--and reading--are lots of fun." Kirkus Reviews : "Junie's swarms of young fans will continue to delight in her unique take on the world....A hilarious, first-rate read-aloud." TimePark, Barbara PB

Me I Am! Jack Prelutsky           

EVEN MORE PARTS Tedd Arnold           

I Love My White Shoes           

Beezus And Ramona Big sister Beezus Quimby tries to be patient with her four-year-old little sister, Ramona, but it isn't easy, not when Ramona powders her nose with marshmallows and invites her nursery school class to a party without telling her family. Sometimes Beezus doesn't like Ramona, but the girls are sisters and that means they will always love each other--just not every single minute.Cleary, Beverly PB

Origins: A Starter Handbook West, Tracey PB

Found (The Missing, Book 1) Margaret Peterson Haddix           

The Bad Seed Jory John           

Show and Tell War and Other Stories Janice Lee Smith, Dick Gackenbach          

Doctor De Soto A somewhat unusual--and ravenous--patient is outfoxed by the resourceful mouse-dentist in this sly tale of mischief.Steig, William PB

Ramona Quimby, Age 8 Confronting good times and bad times during her 3rd-grade year, Ramona Quimby rediscovers the strength and durability of her loving family. Newbery Honor Book.Cleary, Beverly PB

Where Plants Live (Student Book) Roberts, Carolyn PB



Fancy Nancy: Spectacular Spectacles Nancy thinks that Bree's new glasses are simply spectacular. So when Bree tells Nancy all about her trip to the eye doctor, Nancy can't help but wonder if her own eyesight is perhaps getting a little blurry too.O'Connor, Jane PB

Ivy And Bean The moment they saw each other, Bean and Ivy knew they wouldn't be friends. But when Bean plays a joke on her sister, Nancy, and has to quickly hide and Ivy comes to the rescue, proving that sometimes the best of friends are people never meant to like each other. Vibrant characters and lots of humor make this a charming and addictive introduction to the Ivy and Bean Book Series. From beloved children's book author Annie Barrows, The Ivy & Bean collection has been delighting preschool, kindergarten, elementary, and kids of all ages for nearly two decades. Centered upon messages promoting friendship, empathy, and understanding, each book follows Ivy and Bean on their various adventures through adolescent life.Barrows, Annie PB

Fancy Nancy A young girl who loves fancy things helps her family to be fancy for one special night.O'Connor, Jane HC

Sideways Stories from Wayside School Louis Sachar           

How I Became a Pirate Melinda Long           

Ms. Hannah Is Bananas! In the fourth book of the original My Weird School series, art teacher Ms. Hannah shows A.J. and the gang that art is everywhere! She wears dresses made out of potholders and collects garbage instead of throwing it out. But worst of all, she makes A.J. draw a picture with smelly, tattletale Andrea! Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman's insanely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't miss any of the hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang-from Weird, to Weirder, to Weirder-est! This chapter book is an excellent choice to share with children ages 6 to 10 who are ready to read independently. It's a fun way to keep your child engaged and as a supplement for activity books for children.Gutman, Dan PB

Ms. Hannah Is Bananas! In the fourth book of the original My Weird School series, art teacher Ms. Hannah shows A.J. and the gang that art is everywhere! She wears dresses made out of potholders and collects garbage instead of throwing it out. But worst of all, she makes A.J. draw a picture with smelly, tattletale Andrea! Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, Dan Gutman's insanely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't miss any of the hilarious adventures of A.J. and the gang-from Weird, to Weirder, to Weirder-est! This chapter book is an excellent choice to share with children ages 6 to 10 who are ready to read independently. It's a fun way to keep your child engaged and as a supplement for activity books for children.Gutman, Dan PB

Unicorns Don't Give Sleigh Rides Helping transform the Bailey city Stables into an animal shelter for the holidays, the Bailey School kids encounter a beautiful white horse that lives there and begin to suspect that it is a unicorn.Dadey, Debbie and Marcia T. JonesPB

Junie B. Jones And The Yucky Blucky Fruitcake Barbara Park           

Chomp Melissa Mattox           

Joey to Kangaroo Camilla De la Bédoyère           

Animal Strike at the Zoo. It's True! Karma Wilson           

Decibella And Her 6-Inch Voice Cook, Julia PB

Splat the Cat and the Duck with No Quack Rob Scotton           

The Deadly Dungeon Wallis Wallace, has invited Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose for a sleepover--in a haunted castle! As soon as the young detectives arrive, they start hearing screams behind the walls. Will they discover who--or what--is haunting Moose Manor?Roy, Ron PB

The Bravest Dog Ever: The True Story Of Balto Chronicles the fascinating true-life adventure of Balto, the dog who traveled more than fifty miles of snow-covered terrain to bring medical relief to the children of Alaska.Standiford, Natalie PB

Dinosaurs Before Dark A tree house that travels through time? Not possible, says Jack. But he has to admit--when he and his younger sister, Annie, start running into dinosaurs--that they're not in Frog Creek, PA, anymore.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Dinosaurs Before Dark A tree house that travels through time? Not possible, says Jack. But he has to admit--when he and his younger sister, Annie, start running into dinosaurs--that they're not in Frog Creek, PA, anymore.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Dinosaurs Before Dark A tree house that travels through time? Not possible, says Jack. But he has to admit--when he and his younger sister, Annie, start running into dinosaurs--that they're not in Frog Creek, PA, anymore.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Dinosaurs Before Dark A tree house that travels through time? Not possible, says Jack. But he has to admit--when he and his younger sister, Annie, start running into dinosaurs--that they're not in Frog Creek, PA, anymore.Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Magic Tree House #6 Afternoon on the Amazon Mary Pope Osborne           

Captain Underpants and the Wrath of the Wicked Wedgie WomanDav Pilkey           

Pinkalicious And The Pink Drink Pinkalicious shows off her pluckiness and her passion for pink in this 8 x 8 storybook!Kann, Victoria PB

Ruthie And The (Not So) Teeny Tiny Lie Ruthie loves tiny things and when she finds a tiny camera on the playground she is very happy, but after she lies and says the camera belongs to her, nothing seems to go right.Rankin, Laura HC

The Adventures Of Ook And Gluk, Kung-Fu Cavemen From The FutureThe world's most evil corporation of the future invades Caveland, Ohio and enslaves the inhabitants, until a time portal takes Ook and Gluk to the year 2222, where they meet a wise new friend who provides them with the means of saving the day.Pilkey, Dav PB

Sunflower Island Greene, Carol/ Jenkins, Leonard (ILT)          

You Wouldn't Want To Explore With Sir Francis Drake! Uses humor in both text and illustrations to look at the darker side of exploring the world with Sir Francis Drake--a dangerous voyage that would last for three long years.Stewart, David PB

July Jitters Ron Roy           

Guinness World Records: Kids Who Teamed up for SuccessRyan Herndon           

Guinness World Records: Kids Who Teamed up for SuccessRyan Herndon           

Beastly Verse Joohee Yoon           

Babe Ruth Saves Baseball Step Into Reading Step 3.Murphy, Frank PB

Big Train Takes a Trip Adria F. Klein           

A to Z Mysteries the School Skeleton Edition: Reprint Ron Roy           

Elaine And The Flying Frog Heidi Chang           

Eli the Firefly Ariella Sarkissian           

If You Lived In The Alaska Territory Looks at the culture, customs, and daily life of Alaskan natives before Alaska became a state in 1959.Levinson, Nancy Smiler PB

Barbie As the Island Princess Katschke, Judy (ADP)           

Tuck Everlasting The Tuck family is confronted with an agonizing situation when they discover that a ten-year-old girl and a malicious stranger now share their secret about a spring whose water prevents one from ever growing any older.Babbitt, Natalie

Armies Of Ants Describes the physical characteristics, behavior, and habits of ants and discusses their ecological importance.Retan, Walter PB

The Story Of Sacagawea, Guide To Lewis And Clark Traces the life of the Shoshoni Indian girl, who was stolen from her tribe at the age of twelve, sold to a French trapper, and served as a guide in the Lewis and Clark expedition.Rowland, Della PB

Hey, Pancakes! Tamson Weston           

The Gruffalo A quick-witted mouse, alone and defenseless against a forest full of predators, invents a beast named the "gruffalo" with terrible claws, tusks, and jaws to ward off his determined foes.Donaldson, Julia PB

The Missing Tooth Best friends Arlo and Robby are almost identical in what they wear, what they like, and even where they have teeth missing. But when Robby insists on betting on who is going to lose the next tooth their friendship is endangered.Cole, Joanna PB

Mighty Meg And The Accidental Nemesis In book 3 of the Mighty Meg series, Meg finds her nemesis in a mean boy at school who may have super-strength! After mastering her superpowers, the last thing Meg needs to become a real superhero is a nemesis! Jackson, a boy Meg remembers as small and quiet, is suddenly strong and mean! Jackson starts making fun of Meg's classmates, and even hurting some of them. Meg begins to wonder if Jackson is regular-kid strong or if he's super-strong like her, and she makes it her mission to investigate and uncover the truth behind his new strength! Does Jackson really have superpowers? Will Meg ever find out the truth behind Jackson's new strength and behavior?Griffin, Sammy PB

Mighty Meg And The Accidental Nemesis In book 3 of the Mighty Meg series, Meg finds her nemesis in a mean boy at school who may have super-strength! After mastering her superpowers, the last thing Meg needs to become a real superhero is a nemesis! Jackson, a boy Meg remembers as small and quiet, is suddenly strong and mean! Jackson starts making fun of Meg's classmates, and even hurting some of them. Meg begins to wonder if Jackson is regular-kid strong or if he's super-strong like her, and she makes it her mission to investigate and uncover the truth behind his new strength! Does Jackson really have superpowers? Will Meg ever find out the truth behind Jackson's new strength and behavior?Griffin, Sammy PB

India the Moonstone Fairy (Rainbow Magic) Daisy Meadows           



Charlie Bone And The Castle Of Mirrors Back in Bloor's Academy, Charlie's power takes on a new dimension.Nimmo, Jenny HC

There Was An Old Lady Who Swallowed A Chick! (Board  Book)In this wacky, funny story, the hungry old lady swallows a chick, some straw, an egg, some candy, a basket and a bow! And just as she's hopping and skipping along, who should she meet but the Easter Bunny? Just wait until you see what happens when she trips! With rhyming text and funny illustrations, this lively version of a classic song -- now in board book -- will appeal to young readers with every turn of the page.Colandro, Lucille HC

Amy and the Missing Puppy Callie Barkley           

LEGO DC Super Heroes Handbook Welcome to the world of LEGO DC SUPER HEROES! From Batman to Superman, from Catwoman to Wonder Woman, from the Joker to Lex Luthor--this official guidebook is the perfect introduction to your favorite LEGO(R) heroes and villains. This book includes top secret information about every hero and villain, from their favorite weapons to their coolest vehicles and much, much more. There's even an amazing poster you can hang on your wall! This updated and extended edition has tons of brand-new pages of more heroes, more villains, and more awesome!Farshtey, Greg PB

Sacajawea Sacajawea, a Shoshoni Indian interpreter, peacemaker, and guide, and William Clark alternate in describing their experiences on the Lewis and Clark Expedition to the Northwest.Bruchac, Joseph PB

Bats Describes different kinds of bats, their physical characteristics, habits and behavior, and efforts to protect them.Gibbons, Gail

Eat My Dust! Henry Ford's First Race A fact-based story about Henry Ford's efforts to raise money in 1901 to fund his dream of building affordable cars.Kulling, Monica PB

In Memory of Gorfman T. Frog Gail Donovan           

In Memory of Gorfman T. Frog Gail Donovan           

The Pledge Of Allegiance Scholastic Inc. PB

Cowboys Depicts how cowboys lived in the Old West, describes their methods of raising cattle, and discusses their pastimes.Penner, Lucille Recht PB

Huggly Goes to School Arnold, Tedd           

Mikey's Monster Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles have discovered a strange creature living in the sewers--is it a friend, a foe, or an uncontrollable monster? Boys ages 7-9 will love this action-packed Step into Reading level 4 reader.Smith, James J. PB

Hate that Cat Sharon Creech           

Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Adventure From the imagination of Rowley Jefferson comes an adventure of epic proportions. Join Roland and his best friend, Garg the Barbarian, as they leave the safety of their village and embark on a quest to save Roland's mom from the White Warlock. Will our heroes survive?Kinney, Jeff HC

Honey In this special Valentine's Day story, Charles meets, a sweet, intelligent yellow Lab who's family is moving away--without Honey! When Charles brings this puppy home, guess who falls in love? Charles's mom--the cat lover of the family!Miles, Ellen PB

Dolphins and Sharks Mary Pope Osborne           

Animal Lives QEB Publishing Inc.           

Wild Weather Lorraine Jean Hopping           

The Case of the Mummy Mystery James Preller           

A Whale Of A Tale Splat the Cat can't wait for his trip to the beach. His grandpa tells him all about a special kind of seashell that sounds just like the ocean when you put it next to your ear! Splat is determined to find one, and nothing will distract him! But when all he finds are broken shells, can a friend in the ocean help save the day?Scotton, Rob PB

Picasso Briefly examines the life and work of the renowned 20th-century artist, describing and giving examples from his various periods or styles.Venezia, Mike PB

Big Red Barn Margaret Wise Brown           

Misty Of Chincoteague The determination of two youngsters to win a Chincoteague pony is greatly increased when the Phantom and her colt are among those rounded up for the yearly auction.Henry, Marguerite PB

Flat Stanley Jeff Brown           

Nate The Great Talks Turkey A giant turkey is on the loose! Nate doesn't want to take a case that everyone in town is on. It looks as though Nate can sit this case out--until he turns on the TV and a picture of the turkey flashes on!Sharmat, Marjorie W. and MitchellPB

If You Were A Verb Explains what verbs do and provides examples of them.Dahl, Michael PB

Stranger In The Woods The animals that live in the woods wonder about the strange figure with a carrot for a nose and nuts and seeds for a face that appears mysteriously one snowy day.Stoick, Jean HC

Meet Molly, An American Girl While her father is away fighting in World War II, Molly finds her life full of change as she eats terrible vegetables from the victory garden and plans revenge on her brother for ruining her Halloween.Tripp, Valerie PB

Fly High, Fly Guy! When Dad and Mom prohibit Fly Guy from coming on the family vacation for fear he'll get lost, he accidentally gets shut in the car trunk and joins the ride anyway. He ends up saving the day when Dad can't figure out how to get home.Arnold, Tedd HC

Kit Learns A Lesson In 1934 Kit finds that she has hard lessons to learn about the Depression both at home, where she is helping her mother run a boarding house while her father looks for a new job, and at school, where a fight spoils the preparations for the Thanksgiving pageant.Tripp, Valerie PB

Johnny Boo Zooms to the Moon! James Kochalka           

Masters Of Spinjitzu The four Ninjago warriors must acquire the Scythe of Quakes in preparation for their first mission, but one obstinate ninja's ideas for completing the task could endanger both their lives and their chances of recovering the weapon.West, Tracey PB

Masters Of Spinjitzu The four Ninjago warriors must acquire the Scythe of Quakes in preparation for their first mission, but one obstinate ninja's ideas for completing the task could endanger both their lives and their chances of recovering the weapon.West, Tracey PB

Curious George Rides a Bike Rey, H. A.           

Wild At Heart Book 1: Fight For Life: Maggie With the help of her veterinarian grandmother and the other volunteers at the Wild at Heart Animal Clinic, eleven-year-old Maggie rescues sick puppies from an illegal puppy mill.Anderson, Laurie Halse PB

K Is for Kissing a Cool Kangaroo Andreae, Giles           

Bunnicula and Friends, the Vampire Bunny James Howe           

Seesaw Girl Twelve-year-old Jade Blossom, who is impatient with the constraints put on her as an aristocratic girl living in Korea during the seventeenth century, determines to see beyond her small world.Park, Linda Sue PB

Sixteen Runaway Pumpkins Dianne Ochiltree           

Wagon Wheels Level 4 Read (COR)           

The Emperor And The Kite When the emperor is imprisoned in a high tower, his smallest daughter, whom he has always ignored, uses her kite to save him.Yolen, Jane PB

The Bad Guys They sound like bad guys, they look like bad guys...and they even smell like bad guys. But Mr. Wolf, Mr. Piranha, Mr. Snake and Mr. Shark are about to change all of that...Mr. Wolf has a daring plan for the Bad Guys' first good mission. They are going to break two hundred dogs out of the Maximum Security City Dog Pound. Will Operation Dog Pound go smoothly? Will the Bad Guys become the Good Guys? And will Mr. Snake please stop swallowing Mr. Piranha?!Blabey, Aaron PB

Rigby Gigglers Various           

Chrysanthemum Chrysanthemum is a funny and honest school story about teasing, self-esteem, and acceptance to share all year round. Chrysanthemum thinks her name is absolutely perfect until her first day of school. "You're named after a flower!" teases Victoria. "Let's smell her," says Jo. Chrysanthemum wilts. What will it take to make her blossom again?.Henkes, Kevin PB

Merry Christmas, Geronimo Geronimo Stilton, editor of "The Rodent's Gazette," is looking forward to celebrating Christmas with his nephew, until a series of unfortunate mishaps brings about a change in his plans.Stilton, Geronimo PB

Make Way for Dyamonde Daniel Nikki Grimes           



United States Capital Commotion Jeff Brown           

Alvin Ho Lenore Look           

Jack And Jill And Big Dog Bill Jack and Jill enjoy sledding until their dog gets tired.Weston, Martha PB

Chickens Aren't The Only Ones A pictorial introduction to the animals that lay eggs, including chickens as well as other birds, reptiles, amphibians, fishes, insects, and even a few mammals.Heller, Ruth PB

Reading Intervention Houghton Mifflin Company           

The Perfect Present Freddy can't wait for all the toys he put on his Christmas list! But when Freddy learns not every kid is as lucky as he is, he starts to wonder. Could giving presents be as much fun as getting them?Klein, Abby PB

The Rooster who Would Not be Quiet Carmen Agra Deedy           

The Cool Bean Jory John           

High Tide in Hawaii (2004) (28) Mary Pop Osborne           

High Tide in Hawaii (2004) (28) Mary Pop Osborne           

High Tide in Hawaii (2004) (28) Mary Pop Osborne           

All Are Welcome PENFOLD ALEXANDRA           

The Boy Of The Three-Year Nap A poor Japanese woman maneuvers events to change the lazy habits of her son.Snyder, Dianne PB

A Rose by Any Other Name Madonna/ Ottenberg, Erica (CON)          

In My Momma's Kitchen Nolen, Jerdine/ Harold, Jerdine Nolen/ Bootman, Colin (ILT)          

Rain forests Will Osborne           

Scholastic literacy place           

Come On, Rain Karen Hesse           

Antarctica Penguins and seals share their Antarctic home with their enemies, the skuas and leopard seals, but now must face new neighbors, human beings.Cowcher, Helen PB

A Taste Of Blackberries A portrayal of a young boy's attempt to understand and accept his best friend's sudden death.Smith, Doris Buchanan PB

Thea Stilton Special Edition: the Secret of the Fairies Searching for a missing mouse in the fantastical Land of Erin, Thea Stilton and the Thea Sisters learn that the land is in peril and must discern which of the fairies, pixies, gnomes and other magical creatures they meet are trustworthy.Stilton, Thea HC

How The Sphinx Got To The Museum Hartland, Jessie HC

The Magic Fan Despite the laughter of his fellow villagers, Yoshi uses his building skills to make a boat to catch the moon, a kite to reach the clouds, and a bridge that mimics the rainbow.Baker, Keith PB

A Ghost Tale for Christmas Time Mary Pope Osborne           

Humpback goes north Darice Bailer           

The Kid Who Invented The Popsicle More than 100 brief, factual stories--arranged in alphabetical order--explain how various familiar things were invented, many by accident, from animal crackers to the ice cream sundae to the zipper.Wulffson, Don L. PB

A Place For Butterflies Looks at the habitats of several butterflies found in the United States and discusses how people can have an impact on them.Stewart, Melissa PB

Zombielicious First, a kid learns that playing Ogre Continent online in a virtual world can in reality have deadly consequences. Then, a woman meets her favorite writer and learns the shocking secret, and find out the real reason why kids must eat their Chocolate Stuffed Fruit Grain Cereal.Todd, Mort, et al. PB

Amy And The Missing Puppy During Spring Break, mystery lover Amy looks for clues to the disappearance of wealthy Ms. Sullivan's Saint Bernard puppy.Barkley, Callie PB

Junie B., First Grader: BOO...And I MEAN It! Junie B. Jones is a first grader at last, which means a new class, a new teacher, and even some new friends.Park, Barbara PB

Junie B., First Grader: BOO...And I MEAN It! Junie B. Jones is a first grader at last, which means a new class, a new teacher, and even some new friends.Park, Barbara PB

Dead Man's Chest Trimble, Irene PB

Germs! Germs! Germs! Germs describe in rhyme how they attack the body to cause illness and how careful people make life difficult for germs.Katz, Bobbi PB

Meet the Howlers! Sayre, April Pulley/ Miller, Woody (ILT)          

Island of the Blue Dolphins Scott O'Dell           

COOL PENGUINS (SCIENCE VOCABULARY READERS) JEFF BAUER           

How Is a Crayon Made? Charles, Oz           

It's Snowing! It's Snowing! From bestselling poet Jack Prelutsky comes this flurry of winter verse, just right for ushering in the season of ice and snow.Prelutsky, Jack PB

Volcanoes A level 3 reader that focuses on volcanoes-including their historical impact, the earth science principles that help explain their activity, and "hot facts" about active volcanoes.Brown, Laaren PB

Pete the Cat's Trip to the Supermarket Dean, James/ Dean, James (ILT)          

Chancho El Campeon (Pig The Winner) Will Pig ever learn? He's an absolute cheat and quite the sore loser as well. But when Pig challenges his foot-long playmate, Trevor, to a kibble eating contest, he accidentally stuffs more than just food in his mouth. Lucky for Pig, Trevor knows what to do and saves the day! Young readers will love Blabey's irresistibly quirky illustrations that are paired with a relatable lesson about learning to play nice. For dog and pet lovers everywhere.Blabey, Aaron PB

Volcanes (Volcanoes) Brown, Laaren PB

Tim Tebow: Always A Hero With an incredible amount of talent and the ability to win huge games, Tim Tebow is the player that every football fan is talking about. Follow Tim from his early high school years, his highly successful college career, through his recent trade to theNew York Jets in this easy-to-read story filled with photographs and fun facts.Polzer, Tim PB

Fall Leaf Project Margaret McNamara           

Frogs, Toads, And Turtles Describes the physical characteristics and habitats of a variety of different frogs, toads, and turtles. Includes related activities and scrapbook pages.Burns, Diane L. PB

Tale Of A Tadpole Describes the development of a tadpole into a frog. A Level 1 DK Reader.Wallace, Karen

Pippi Longstocking           



Fancy Nancy And The Quest For The Unicorn Nancy, Bree, Freddy, and JoJo are on a quest to find a unicorn.O'Connor, Jane PB

Give Yourself To The Rain And Other Poems Twenty-four newly discovered poems from the beloved author of "Goodnight Moon."Brown, Margaret Wise HC

Crown: An Ode To The Fresh Cut The barbershop is where the magic happens. Boys go in as lumps of clay and, with princely robes draped around their shoulders, a dab of cool shaving cream on their foreheads, and a slow, steady cut, they become royalty. That crisp yet subtle line makes boys sharper, more visible, more aware of every great thing that could happen to them when they look good: lesser grades turn into As; girls take notice; even a mother's hug gets a little tighter. Everyone notices. A fresh cut makes boys fly. This rhythmic, read-aloud title is an unbridled celebration of the self-esteem, confidence, and swagger boys feel when they leave the barber's chair, a tradition that places on their heads a figurative crown, beaming with jewels, that confirms their brilliance and worth and helps them not only love and accept themselves but also take a giant step toward caring how they present themselves to the world. The fresh cuts. That's where it all begins.Barnes, Derrick HC

Polar Bears Introduces polar bears, describing their physical characteristics, eating habits, hunting behavior, and the threats they face from people and global warming.Newman, Mark PB

Fly High, Fly Guy! Tedd Arnold           

Fly High, Fly Guy! Tedd Arnold           

Farming An introduction, in simple text and illustrations, to farming and the work done on a farm throughout the seasons.Gibbons, Gail

The Doll People           

Harry And The Lady Next Door Harry, the dog, tries very hard to improve his neighbor's singing.Zion, Gene PB

Mighty Meg And The Melting Menace In book 2 of the Mighty Meg series, Meg must save her school from a frozen phenomenon! Strange things are happening in Plainview! When Meg sees a wall of ice holding back a mountain of stones, she knows once the warm, spring weather comes and melts the ice, the stones are going to come crashing down. It's up to Mighty Meg to save the day! But can Meg stop the avalanche while still keeping her super secret?Griffin, Sammy PB

Mighty Meg And The Melting Menace In book 2 of the Mighty Meg series, Meg must save her school from a frozen phenomenon! Strange things are happening in Plainview! When Meg sees a wall of ice holding back a mountain of stones, she knows once the warm, spring weather comes and melts the ice, the stones are going to come crashing down. It's up to Mighty Meg to save the day! But can Meg stop the avalanche while still keeping her super secret?Griffin, Sammy PB

Winter According to Humphrey Betty G. Birney           

Bun Bun Button Patricia Polacco           

Bun Bun Button Patricia Polacco           

Beagle in a Backpack Ann Baum, Ben M. Baglio           

Junie B., First Grader; One-man Band           

Cuentos Zen           

Third Grade Mermaid Peter Raymundo           

The Nutcracker Ballet A little girl helps break the spell on her toy nutcracker and watches him change into a handsome prince.Hautzig, Deborah PB

Sleepy Dog, Wake Up! Simple text and illustrations portray a small dog waking up, having breakfast, and getting ready to play.Ziefert, Harriet PB

Zoey's Story When she goes to her grandmother's house for the first time, Zoey finds a tiny china doll that comes alive in her hands and believes that she is a princess and that Zoey is her servant.Bauer, Marion Dane PB

For Whom The Ball Rolls The Supa Buddies have been working hard to help Dog Man overcome his bad habits. But when his obsessions turn to fears, Dog Man finds himself the target of an all-new supervillain! Meanwhile, Petey the Cat has been released from jail and starts a new life with Li'l Petey. But when Petey's own father arrives, Petey must face his past to understand the difference between being good and doing good.Pilkey, Dav HC

Pirate School While studying the tough, seafaring life of a pirate at P.S. 1, two young pirates discover buried treasure at the same time, and the amusing results are observed by everyone.Dubowski, Cathy East PB

WEATHER AND CLIMATE PB

Junie B., First Grader Aloha-ha-ha (Junie B. Jones) Barbara Park           

Samuel Eaton's Day Text and photographs follow a six-year-old Pilgrim boy through a busy day during the spring harvest in 1627: doing chores, getting to know his Wampanoag Indian neighbors, and spending time with his family.Waters, Kate PB

Samuel Eaton's Day Text and photographs follow a six-year-old Pilgrim boy through a busy day during the spring harvest in 1627: doing chores, getting to know his Wampanoag Indian neighbors, and spending time with his family.Waters, Kate PB

The Leaving Morning On moving day, a young African American boy watches for the moving men, has a cup of cocoa in the deli across the street, and leaves lip marks on the window of the apartment before departing for a new home.Johnson, Angela PB

TWISTERS AND OTHER TERRIBLE STORMS WILL & MARY POPE OSBORNE          

Richard Wright And The Library Card As a young black man in the segregated South of the 1920s, Wright was hungry to explore new worlds through books, but was forbidden from borrowing them from the library. This touching account tells of his love of reading, and how his unwavering perseverance, along with the help of a co-worker, came together to make Richard's dream a reality An inspirational story for children of all backgrounds, Richard Wright and the Library Card shares a poignant turning point in the life of a young man who became one of this country's most brilliant writers, the author of Native Son and Black Boy.Miller, William PB

Around the World in 80 Days Jules Verne           

THE MIDNIGHT HORSE Bates, Michelle PB

Stargazers Gibbons, Gail PB

Race for the Ring           

Mighty Meg And The Magical Ring In the first book of the Mighty Meg series, Meg receives a ring for her eighth birthday and wakes up with superpowers! Meg's life is turned upside down when a magical ring gives her superpowers! But Meg isn't the only one who changes. Strange things start happening in her once-normal town, and now Meg must use her brand-new superpowers to keep everyone safe. Can Meg master her new powers and find the courage to be the hero her town needs?Griffin, Sammy PB

The Kissing Hand (Book And CD) When Chester the raccoon is reluctant to go to kindergarten for the first time, his mother teaches him a secret way to carry her love with him.Penn, Audrey AUD

Emperor Penguins up Close (Houghton Mifflin "Soar to Success")Carmen Bredeson           

Do Unto Otters Laurie Keller           

The Adventures Of Ook And Gluk, Kung-Fu Cavemen From The FutureIn this silly graphic novel, caveboys Ook and Gluk and their pal dinosaur, Lily, travel to the to 2222 AD only to discover a world more devastated than the one they came from.Pilkey, Dav and Beard, GeorgeHC

Blizzard Of The Blue Moon Jack and Annie are off on another Merlin Mission. This time, Merlin has sent them to rescue a beautiful magical creature-the unicorn. But when they land in New York City during the Depression of the 1930s, Jack and Annie are confused. Where will they find a unicorn in a big city?Osborne, Mary Pope PB

Martin Luther King, Jr. A Level 2 biography that presents difficult concepts in an accessible manner will teach young readers about the fascinating life and legacy of civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Includes a colorful design, educational illustrations, sidebars, timetables, diagrams and fun facts. Simultaneous.Jazynka, Kitson PB

JORGE EL CURIOSOEN EL HOSPITAL (SPAN) Rey, Margret PB

Dinosaur Dinners Introduces a variety of dinosaurs all of whom are hungry. Thus the stage is set to introduce herbivores, omnivores, and meat-eaters and to provide interesting facts and comparisons.Davis, Lee PB

Monday with a Mad Genius Mary Pope Osborne           

Monday with a Mad Genius Mary Pope Osborne           

In Motion!, On-level Reader Grade 1 Hm (COR)           

Animals More Than 100 Questions And Answers To Things You Want To KnowJinny Johnson           



David and Goliath           

Junie B. Jones And Some Sneaky Peeky Spying Six-year-old Junie B.'s penchant for spying on people and her curiosity about the private life of her teacher get her in trouble at kindergarten.Park, Barbara PB

Misty Copeland Misty Copeland had always dreamed of becoming a dancer, but she had many obstacles to overcome before she could reach her dream. Although she was always challenged by the things that set her apart from other dancers, with a lot of hard work, dedication, and exceptional talent, Misty has become one of the most well-known dancers in America. On June 30, 2015 Misty stepped on stage as the first female African-American principal dancer for the American Ballet Theater and made history! A special section at the back of the book includes extras on subjects like history and math, plus a fun timeline filled with interesting trivia facts about dance. With the You Should Meet series, learning about historical figures has never been so fascinating!Calkhoven, Laurie PB

Misty Copeland Misty Copeland had always dreamed of becoming a dancer, but she had many obstacles to overcome before she could reach her dream. Although she was always challenged by the things that set her apart from other dancers, with a lot of hard work, dedication, and exceptional talent, Misty has become one of the most well-known dancers in America. On June 30, 2015 Misty stepped on stage as the first female African-American principal dancer for the American Ballet Theater and made history! A special section at the back of the book includes extras on subjects like history and math, plus a fun timeline filled with interesting trivia facts about dance. With the You Should Meet series, learning about historical figures has never been so fascinating!Calkhoven, Laurie PB

Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining Anne Mazer           

Every Cloud Has a Silver Lining Anne Mazer           

The Bear Ate Your Sandwich A guilty dog relates how a bear wandered out of the forest, became lost in the city and consumed an unattended sandwich before returning home, in a whimsical tall tale by the award-winning author of Subway Story.Sarcone-Roach, Julia HC

The Mystery of the Haunted House Willow Night           

Disney Bambi Felix Salten           

Dark Tricks           

Little Red Riding Hood           

I Spy A To Z Marzollo, Jean HC

Barbie in the Pink Shoes Alison Taylor ((Screenwriter))          

Good Night, Sleep Tight Splat is excited about camping out until his mother surprises him with the news that Spike and Plank will be there, too.Scotton, Rob PB

Good Night, Sleep Tight Splat is excited about camping out until his mother surprises him with the news that Spike and Plank will be there, too.Scotton, Rob PB

City Rhythms           

Amelia Bedelia's First Apple Pie Herman Parish           

Whats The Big Idea, Molly? Gorbachev, Valeri           

A to Z Mysteries the Jaguar's Jewel Ron Roy           

Gone Fishing A father and son go fishing with a big fishing rod for daddy and a little one for the child.Long, Earlene PB

That's Good! That's Bad! A little boy has a series of adventures and misadventures with a bunch of wild animals.Cuyler, Margery PB

Today is Monday Eric Carle           

Bad Kitty Gets a Bath Nick Bruel           

Bad Kitty Gets a Bath Nick Bruel           

Yummy: Eight Favorite Fairy Tales The acclaimed creator of the Maisy series and other popular children's books revamps eight classic stories, from Little Red Riding Hood to The Musicians of Bremen, retaining all the emotion and humor from the original fairy tales.Cousins, Lucy HC

Pilgrim Cat Young pilgrim Faith Barrett and the stray cat she discovers on the Mayflower voyage begin their life together in the Plymouth settlement. Reprint.Peacock, Carol Antoinette PB

Don't Be A Chicken! Lagonegro, Melissa PB

What If You Had T. Rex Teeth? And Other Dinosaur Parts What if you woke up one morning and you had sprouted a dinosaur body part overnight? What If You Had T. Rex Teeth? explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw that you had become part dino! From a Velociraptor's sharp sickle-tipped toes to a T. Rex's giant curved teeth, and from the body armor of an Ankylosaurus to the long neck of a Brachiosaurus -- discover what it would be like if you had one of these wild dinosaur parts! Readers will also learn what makes a dinosaur a dinosaur and why they aren't still around today.Markle, Sandra PB

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Twain, Mark PB

Meet Me at the Moon Gianna Marino           

Calico's Curious Kittens Phyllis Limbacher Tildes           

Mr. Klutz Is Nuts! In the second book of the original My Weird School series, Principal Klutz goes nuts! He wants to climb to the top of the Ella Mentry School flagpole. He even kissed a pig on the lips and painted his bald head orange. And now he wants to bungee jump off the roof of the school dressed as Santa Claus! Perfect for reluctant readers and word lovers alike, bestselling author Dan Gutman's insanely popular My Weird School series has something for everyone. Don't forget to join A.J. and the gang on the rest of their hilarious adventures.Gutman, Dan PB

Kailey Ten-year-old Kailey launches an art protest to keep a developer from spoiling the cove and its tide pools that are special to her and her family and friends.Koss, Amy PB

Chester's Way Chester and Wilson share the same exact way of doing things, until Lilly moves into the neighborhood and shows them that new ways can be just as good.Henkes, Kevin PB

Nate The Great And The Tardy Tortoise Getting all the facts, asking the right questions, and narrowing down the suspects, Nate the Great and his dog Sludge solve a variety of mysteries.Sharmat, Marjorie W. PB

What Makes A Shadow? When you run, your shadow runs. But you can never catch it! What makes a shadow? Where does it come from? When the sun is shining, everything has its own shadow -- trees, houses, cars, even clouds and planes way up in the sky. You have a shadow, too. As the sun sets, all shadows become part of a much larger one -- the night! With simple words and charming illustrations, Clyde Robert Bulla and June Otani explain how shadows are produced. Young readers will discover what makes the shadows they see and will be introduced to the fun of making shadows of their own.Bulla, Clyde Robert HC

The Elves and the Shoemaker Packard, Mary           

Talk, Oscar, Please! Karen Kaufman Orloff           

Moss Gown After failing to flatter her father as much as her two evil sisters do, Candace is banished from his plantation and only after much time and meeting her Prince Charming, is her father able to appreciate her love.Hooks, William H. PB

STORIES OF ROBOTS Punter, Russell PB

Alicia The Snow Queen Fairy Alyssa the Snow Queen Fairy makes sure that everyone has a happy and fun time during the winter. But when her magic falls into Jack Frost's icy hands, the season goes haywire. Fairyland might end up frozen! Fortunately for Alyssa, Rachel and Kirsty are eager to help. They're going to help their newest fairy friend melt a hole in Jack Frost's chilling plans! Find the magic objects in all three stories inside this Rainbow Magic Special Edition and help save the snow queen magic!Meadows, Daisy PB

Pete's Chicken Harriet Ziefert           

Be a King Carole Boston Weatherford          

Let's Do A Thing! Meet Victor! Total Expert In Everything (except Guy Who Cleans Up Bedrooms)! With his confidence, imagination and trusty sidekick Dumpylumps (who happens to be a duck), there's no telling what trouble he'll get into. Lucky for him, he has a knack for getting himself out of trouble, too. So when he finds himself at the center of an intergalactic conflict, he's pretty sure the only way out is his top-secret kitchen concoction; his teacher, the extraordinary Mrs. Nozzleburp; and the help of his friend Patti. Will he be able to save the day and find his way back to class? And just what is he going to do next?Benton, Jim PB

Between Us And Abuela: A Family Story From The Border Traveling with her mother and brother on Christmas to spend a short visit with her grandmother on the fence border between California and Mexico, young Maria plans a clever way to deliver an oversized gift that will not fit through the fence slats. By the award-winning author of Rickshaw Girl. Illustrations.Perkins, Mitali HC

Timelines, Timelines, Timelines! Kelly Boswell           

Who Was Robert E. Lee? Robert E. Lee seemed destined for greatness. In 1861, when the Southern states seceded from the Union, Lee was offered the opportunity to command the Union forces. However, even though he was against the war, his loyalty to his home state of Virginia wouldn't let him fight for the North. Despite the South's ultimate defeat, General Robert E. Lee remains one of the United States' true military heroes.Bader, Bonnie PB



Deep Sea Treasure Dive A team of deep sea divers are on the search for sunken treasure. But could the old ship they find underwater be haunted?King, Trey PB

The New Girl Madonna/ Cloud, Amy/ Fulvimari, Jeffrey (ILT)          

Aladdin (Disney Aladdin) KREIDER, KAREN HC

Marine Mammals Thea Feldman           

Born to Be Giants Judge, Lita           

Abraham Lincoln An introduction to the sixteenth president's life and legacy includes discussions of his Civil War leadership and historic decision to abolish slavery.Gilpin, Caroline Crosson PB

Polar Animals A collection of favorite animals for newly confident readers. Meet the animals of the Arctic and Antarctic: from polar bears, the largest land predators on Earth, to emperor penguins, which waddle miles over the ice to balance eggs on their feet. Learn about record breakers of the ocean, such as blue whales, and record breakers of the skies, such as Arctic terns, which make longer migrations than any other animal. Signature Discover More photography and facts make this an essential guide to the most distant parts of our planet. The digital companion book features the story of a polar bear family surviving another year on the shrinking Arctic ice.Hayes, Susan PB

Unmasking the Science of Superpowers! Jordan Brown           

Justice League Treasury Michael Teitelbaum           

Curious About Fossils Dig into this photo-packed Penguin-Smithsonian book about fossils--and find out what was going on in our world. Aren't you curious about what Earth was like long ago? What creatures lived before us? What happened to the dinosaurs? Curious about Fossils explains why and where fossils form and looks at the colorful lives and important discoveries of some of the great early fossil hunters and collectors, including Mary Anning who unearthed the first ichthyosaur skeleton; Richard Owen who coined the word dinosaur; and Barnum Brown, who discovered the first remains of a T-rex. Then the adventure continues into modern times, wherescientists on fossil hunts in places like North Dakota's Hell Creek Formation use computers and other technology to dig up the fossilized bones, teeth, and even poop that provide clues to the past. A must read for every kid who's ever collected a shark tooth or trilobite!Waters, Kate PB

The Sky Is Full Of Stars An introduction to astronomy focuses on the brightest stars and constellations, explaining how to locate them and photograph them and indicating the best times for observation.Branley, Franklyn M. PB

When Lightning Comes In A Jar At the family reunion, Gramma promises to teach Trisha and her cousins how to catch lightning in a jar.Polacco, Patricia PB

You Can't Come In Adam and Zach are new friends. One day, they decide to build a fort. Will they finish the fort without injuring themselves? Zach and his family learn a valuable lesson about Salvation--and meet new friends!Agnes Livezey, Charlie VanderMeer, CBH Ministries          

Leprechaun in Late Winter Mary Pope Osborne           

Town Mouse Country Mouse Jones, Carol           

En busca de una gran idea Con Bobble, esta es una historia a partir de una colección de 10, cada una diferente de hadas, en los que podrás conocer el entorno mágico en el que viven las famosas Hadas de Disney. Es un mundo rico, lleno de mitología y secretos en el que se podrán descubrir las increíbles historias de cada una de ellas y sus comunidades.          

My parents think I'm sleeping Jack Prelutsky           

The Frog Inside My Hat Robinson, Fay/ Moore, Cyd           

Why Oh Why Are Deserts Dry? Taking Sally and Dick to explore the world s deserts, the Cat in the Hat shares lessons about how different desert regions vary from one another and how indigenous plants and animals have adapted to their extreme environments.Rabe, Tish HC

The Snowball War Chardiet, Bernice/ MacCarone, Grace/ Karas, G. Brian (ILT)          

Podologen Sind Einfach Die Besten Berufe Notizbücher Publishings          

The Story of Ferdinand Munro Leaf           

LITTLE WOMAN (JUNIOR CLASSICS FOR YOUNG READERS) Louisa May Alcott           

Enchanted Jones, Jasmine (ADP)           

Where, Oh Where, is Santa Claus? Lisa Wheeler           

Magic Bunny Dancing Days Sue Bentley           

Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons James Dean           

Thank You, Mr. Panda Steve Antony           

For Everyone to Share           

Atlantic The power and grace of the Atlantic Ocean are beautifully captured in the text and paintings.Karas, G. Brian PB

Runaway Tomato Kim Cooley Reeder           

Otis Dooda: Strange But True Nine-year-old Otis Dooda is pretty "sort-of". He's sort-of skinny, sort-of short, and sort-of average. And when his father gets a new job and his family moves from a little town to an apartment in New York City, Otis's life becomes sort-of crazy. Otis hasn't even made it through the lobby of Tidwell Towers before he is cursed to break his bones by the boy who lives in the potted lobby plant--a boy whose curses always come true. With the help of his new friend Perry (who keeps a miniature horse--a very gassy one), Otis works on coming up with a plan to expose the potted-plant boy and thwart the curse. Of course, in Tidwell Towers things never seem to go as planned.Potter, Ellen HC

Abe Lincoln remembers Wendell Minor           

Rainbow Swirl Raini the Gummy Fairy is disappointed that her friends do not care as much as she does about winning first prize at the upcoming Candy Fair, but when a big storm disrupts Raini's plans, her friends are loyal and true.Perelman, Helen PB

Fly Guy's Amazing Tricks Tedd Arnold           

La Gallinita roja Paul Galdone           

Groundhog Gets a Say Pamela Curtis Swallow           

50 Odd Couples: True Stories About Unlikely Animal Friendships! These animal pairs don't look like they'd be the best of friends -- but sometimes a new friend is closer than you think! This book features more than 100 pages of unexpected, heartwarming, and unlikely animal friendships! These 50 odd couples -- from dogs and ducks and cats and mice, to lions and tigers and even bison and pigs! -- have all been featured on The Dodo. This incredibly popular animal brand has over 33 million followers across social media! Their inspiring stories are the perfect example of the compassion, resilience, and love that animals have for their humans -- and for each other. Each true story is accompanied by adorable full-color photos of these mismatched animal friends and simple nonfiction facts.Polt, Gabe PB

How To Catch A Mermaid Many claim to have caught a mermaid, but can YOU? Perfect for summer, the newest title in the New York Times bestselling How to Catch series will have children and parents excited to see if these characters can actually pull of catching a mermaid!Wallace, Adam HC

The Best Halloween Ever The six horrible Herdman children create mayhem during Halloween.Robinson, Barbara PB

Cheetahs Laura Marsh           

Baby Bird "All birds are born to fly," thinks Baby Bird, watching the other hatchlings leave the nest. "I suppose it's now or never..." But one of Baby's wings is twisted and shrunken and not at all like the other one. Instead of flying, Baby plummets to the ground. There, Baby makes a new friend, and learns that sometimes you have to find unexpected ways to achieve your dreams. A moving story about the power of friendship and the importance of accepting yourself just the way you are, this lovely watercolor picture book shows how friends can help you overcome difficulty.Gibbs, Andrew HC

Nature Spy Rotner, Shelley , Kreisler, Ken          

Where's My Hug? Amy Hest           

Boomer Goes to School CONSTANCE W MCGEORGE          

Ghostbusters 2 Burnham, Erik/ Schoening, Dan (ILT)/ Delgado, Luis Antoni (ILT)/ Uyetake, Neil (ILT)          

Wishes, Kisses, and Pigs Hearne, Betsy           



Reading Intervention Houghton Mifflin Company           

Super Steel Wilt, Vicki PB

The Pool Party from the Black Lagoon Mike Thaler           

Tator's Swamp Fever Diane Shapley-Box           

The Day Of The Dinosaur Rhyming text examines the prehistoric world of the dinosaurs and the early mammals and birds that followed them.Berenstain, Stan PB

How Many Teeth? Paul Showers           

TWO EGGS, PLEASE           

Alexander y el dia Terrible; Horrible, Espantoso, Horroroso           

Rolling Thunder Lines of bikes are miles long, shining, half a million strong. Rumbling, grumbling, engines roar. Peace signs. High fives. Spirits soar. Every Memorial Day in Washington, DC, more than a million veterans and their supporters gather for the Rolling Thunder Ride for Freedom, a demonstration that pays tribute to the men and women of the US armed forces. This lyrical story honors the bravery and sacrifice of those American heroes -- the ones who have returned home, and the ones who haven't.Messner, Kate HC

1,000 questions and answers           

This Little Dreamer "Little dreamers make our big world better"--Back cover.Joan Holub           

Moxy Maxwell Does Not Love Stuart Little Moxy is very busy cleaning up her room, training her dog and taking a much needed rest in the hammock. Her twin brother Mark documents all this activity to show why she is too busy to write a book about a mouse.Gifford, Peggy HC

Young Harriet Tubman Freedom Fighter Anne Benjamin           

Hurry Up, Houdini! Magic Tree House #50 features Jack and Annie and legendary magician, Harry Houdini! If kids get hooked on Magic Tree House, they're hooked on reading! The Magic Tree House books, with their fiction and nonfiction books, are perfect for parents and teachers just starting to get into the "Core Curriculum." With a blend of magic, adventure, history, science, danger, and cuteness, the book topics range from kid pleasers (pirates, the Titanic, pandas) to curriculum perfect (rain forest, American Revolution, Abraham Lincoln) to seasonal shoe-ins (Halloween, Christmas, Thanksgiving). There is truly something for everyone here.Osborne, Mary Pope HC

Night Of The Homework Zombies Explains how Trevor deprogrammed his brainwashed class from loving homework.Nickel, Scott PB

Have You Seen Bugs? Oppenheim, Joanne PB

El autobús mágico y el calentamiento global Joanna Cole           

Willa And The Wind Del Negro, Janice M./ Solomon, Heather (ILT)          

The Wacky World Of Living Things Did you know crickets have ears on their knees? That snakes never close their eyes? Or that no plant has black flowers? Discover these incredible facts and more in the first Fact Attack book, all about plants and animals Fact Attack is an exploration of the most amazing and awe-inspiring plant and animal facts. Heavily designed with different approaches on each page, the style is dynamic, fresh, and in your face. Whether you flip to a page to learn a digestible fact or read it from beginning to end, this is a book a reader will return to time and again.Berger, Melvin and Gilda PB

The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary Jeff Kinney           

A Friend For Dragon Dragon becomes such close friends with an apple that he deeply mourns its loss and is overjoyed when more grow to take its place.Pilkey, Dav PB

Roar And Sparkles Go To School Roar is worried about his first day at school. He's worried that he'll have to do really hard things, like molt his scales and fly over a volcano. And what if his teacher doesn't like dragons? Big sister Sparkles reassures Roar That school is fun. And when the first day of school arrives, Roar finds his worries melt away. He meets new friends, plays dragon games, listens to fun stories, and finds a way to thank his sister for support. Sarah Beth Durst's imaginative story and Ben Whitehouse's fresh illustrations come together to squelch first-day-of-school anxieties.Durst, Sarah Beth HC

ROBINSON CRUSOE Wilkes, Angela PB

Zipping, zapping, zooming bats (Soar to success)           

Marvel's Black Panther           

Super-Secret Valentine A humorous look at a boy's life as he goes through first grade.Klein, Abby PB

Twister on Tuesday When Jack and Annie travel back to the Kansas prairie in search of "something to learn," they gain an understanding of how hard life was for pioneers and they experience the terror of a tornado.Mary Pope Osborne           

Going To School Read Going to School to learn how education has changed over time! Photographs and clear text compare and contrast modern and historical schools in a child-friendly format, making this a great tool for discussing how life has changed over the years.Rissman, Rebecca PB

Titanicat Marty Crisp           

Changes in Matter Harcourt School Publishers           

Pass The Energy, Please! Rhyming text and illustrations present nature's food chains, from a simple seed to a top predator, demonstrating their natural links.McKinney, Barbara Shaw PB

Secret Spell           

Adaptations           

It Came In The Mail Liam really wants some mail, so he writes a letter to his mailbox asking for something in return. His mailbox delivers, sending Liam more than he could have hoped for and how! But as the mail starts to pile up, Liam realizes that the best packages and parcels are even better when shared with friends.Clanton, Ben HC

Sailing Off to Sleep Linda Ashman           

Yellow Princess Gets a Pet For as long as she can remember, Abby has wanted two things: to be a magical princess and to get a pet. And now one of her dreams is about to come true --- she's adopting a pet.Crowne, Alyssa PB

Tornado Chasers Max Gonzalez           

The Story Of Darth Vader (Level 3 DK Reader) Describes how Anakin Skywalker, a boy with Jedi potential, turned into Darth Vader, and how the Sith Lord wielded his dark powers.Saunders, Catherine

The King's Daughter Newsom, Carol PB        

Worlds within our world Lorraine Sintetos           

Mia Mayhem Is A Superhero! Meet Mia Macarooney, an ordinary eight-year-old who finds out she has an extraordinary super-secret in this first book in the Mia Mayhem series! Mia Macarooney is a regular eight-year-old girl who finds out that she's A SUPERHERO! Her life literally goes from totally ordinary to totally super when she's invited to attend the afterschool Program for In-Training Superheroes a.k.a. THE PITS! And the crazy thing is, in a weird meant-to-be sort of way, all of this news somehow feels super right. Because all her life, Mia thought she was just super klutz...but it turns out, she's just SUPER! So now, it's up to Mia to balance her regular everyday life and maintain her secret identity as she learns how to be the world's newest superhero!West, Kara PB

Miss Mingo and the Fire Drill Jamie Harper           

Calling All Pets! A fun, funny new chapter book series full of adorable pets and silly adventures! Twins Meg and Charlie are moving into their great-great-aunt's hotel, and they're in for some surprises! The run-down hotel is full of cool old rooms, a rooftop garden, even an elevator. There's also one big problem -- it doesn't have any guests. But when Meg and Charlie volunteer to look after a neighbor's golden retriever puppy, the fuzzy little furball gives them a great idea. They're going to transform their new home into an amazing hotel . . . for pets!Finch, Kate PB

Seabird Holling Clancy Holling           

Rigby on Our Way to English Various           

Rigby on Our Way to English Various           

Rigby on Our Way to English Various           



Discovering Mars Melvin Berger           

Best Friends Hollande           

Whoosh! Chris Barton           

Go Cub! Join the little lion cub on his day of adventures on the African savanna. Watch him run, jump, play, eat, and sleep, cuddle with mom and roll around with his brother and sister.Neuman, Susan B. PB

Company's Going So later, after a nice dinner at Shirley and Moe's, after all the soldiers, pilots, Marines, FBI men and the cousins had said their goodbyes, the visitors from outer space made a momentous announcement. There's going to be a wedding on planet Nextoo! And, after having tasted Shirley's meatballs, the spacemen ask Shirley and Moe a teeny weeny favor: would they be so kind as to cater the simple celestial celebration for four hundred and eighty-seven alien guests (give or take a few)? Shirley is thrilled, but Moe has his doubts-after all, who wants to travel past Uranus in a spaceship the size of a barbecue?Yorinks, Arthur HC

Amelia Bedelia Road Trip! Herman Parish           

Vote! Using a town's mayoral election as a model, this lively introduction to voting covers every step in the process, from the start of the campaign all the way to the voting booth. Includes activities.Christelow, Eileen PB

PJ Masks Save the Library!           

Jack and the Leprechaun (Please Read to Me) Ivan Robertson           

Oscar And The Moth When Oscar the kitten has questions about light and dark, Moth explains about different sources of light, how shadows are made, and why it gets dark at night.Waring, Geoff PB

What Camping Can Teach Us Unknown Author           

What Camping Can Teach Us Unknown Author           

Encounter A powerful imagining by two Native creators of a first encounter between two very different people that celebrates our ability to acknowledge difference and find common ground. Based on the real journal kept by French explorer Jacques Cartier in 1534, Encounter imagines a first meeting between a French sailor and a Stadaconan fisher. As they navigate their differences, the wise animals around them note their similarities, illuminating common ground. This extraordinary imagining by Brittany Luby, Professor of Indigenous History, is paired with stunning art by Michaela Goade, winner of 2018 American Indian Youth Literature Best Picture Book Award. Encounter is a luminous telling from two Indigenous creators that invites readers to reckon with the past, and to welcome, together, a future that is yet unchartered.Luby, Brittany HC

Heroes On The Side Gordon Blue's birdy senses are tingling like never before in this fourth book in the series. The Blue family travels to New Yolk City. While in the Big Egg, Egg Drop wants to go to the first-ever Sidekick Super-Con--a big party for sidekicks. But with all of the world's sidekicks in one basket, the new bad guy, Ticklebeak, and his Bad Eggs soon chicknap the sidekicks! Kung Pow Chicken will have to save the doomed sidekicks fast--the egg timer is ticking!Marko, Cyndi PB

What's inside? (Beginning literacy) Mary Jane Martin           

Under the Sea - Orcas and Other Cold-ocean Life NBS VersionSally Morgan           

Conventions and Craft: You wouldn't want to live without sleep!Linda Hoyt           

STORIES OF MONSTERS Punter, Russell PB

Two Catch a Thief Tom Watson           

The Bravest Fish (Originally Titled Bright Stanley) Matt Buckingham           

Lego Friends: Friends Forever Describes a pet show in the Lego city of Heartlake City.Murray, Helen PB

Samantha the Swimming Fairy Meadows, Daisy           

Living Things Grow and Change, On-Level Reader Grade 3 Hm (COR)           

Bedtime For Baby Shark Sing and dance along with Baby Shark as he gets ready for bed in this playful song and story -- the follow-up to the bestselling picture book! How does Baby Shark get ready for bed? Brush your teeth! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Take a bath! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Read a book! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Off to sleep! Sing, dance, and read along to this brand-new bedtime song, featuring Baby Shark, Mama Shark, Daddy Shark, and more underwater friends. Kids and caregivers alike will delight in this silly illustrated story of a shark family's bedtime routine, full of funny, eye-popping illustrations and a catchy tune you won't be able to stop singing. Also features helpful picture guides so readers can dance along, act out the hand and foot movements, and develop their fine motor skills. By the end of the story, little ones will be laughing, singing, and dancing their way off to sleep with this charming and catchy read-aloud! Are you ready to help Baby Shark get ready for bedtime?Bajet, John John PB

Ninja Red Riding Hood Corey Rosen Schwartz           

Galaxies Trammel, Howard K. PB

The Locker Ate Lucy! When their friend Lucy disappears into her locker, Sam and Antonio follow a trail of clues that lead them through the locker, deep inside their living school.Chabert, Jack PB

Our Class is a Family Shannon Olsen           

Why Do Bees Hum Chmielewski, Gary/ Dhiolowski, Gary/ Clark, Ron G.          

A Duckling Called Button In the second tale in a heartwarming new chapter-book series, aspiring veterinarian Jasmine Green hatches a plan to save a clutch of duck eggs. Jasmine Green's mom is a veterinarian and her dad is a farmer. She has spent her life surrounded by animals. So when she sees animals that need rescuing, she knows just what to do. While walking in the woods, Jasmine and her best friend, Tom, find a nest of orphaned duck eggs. The eggs need lots of care. Hatching them is hard work. Can Jasmine keep the eggs warm and safe? With a little love and luck, the Green family farm will have a fluffy duckling friend for life. Author Helen Peters and illustrator Ellie Snowdon return for a charming springtime visit to Oak Tree Farm. Reminiscent of James Herriot and Dick King-Smith's classic stories, yet thoroughly modern, this second book in the Jasmine Green series is perfect for animal-loving readers.Peters, Helen PB

El León Y El Ratón Darice Bailer, Madelca Domínguez, Aesop          

Snakes Lynette Evans           

Chameleon, Chameleon Vivid, up-close photographs and lively, informative text brilliantly capture this unique and wonderful creature in all its quirky splendor.Cowley, Joy PB

Fishin' Impossible Davy Ocean           

Stargazing Stargazing is a heartwarming middle-grade graphic novel in the spirit of Real Friends and El Deafo , from New York Times bestselling author-illustrator Jen Wang. Moon is everything Christine isn't. She.s confident, impulsive, artistic . . . and though they both grew up in the same Chinese-American suburb, Moon is somehow unlike anyone Christine has ever known. But after Moon moves in next door, these unlikely friends are soon best friends, sharing their favorite music videos and painting their toenails when Christine's strict parents aren't around. Moon even tells Christine her deepest secret: that she has visions, sometimes, of celestial beings who speak to her from the stars. Who reassure her that earth isn't where she really belongs. Moon's visions have an all-too-earthly root, however, and soon Christine's best friend is in the hospital, fighting for her life. Can Christine be the friend Moon needs, now, when the sky is falling? Jen Wang draws on her childhood to paint a deeply personal yet wholly relatabWang, Jen PB

What Should Danny Do? Adir Levy           

My Papi Has A Motorcycle A celebration of the love between a father and daughter, and of a vibrant immigrant neighborhood, by an award-winning author and illustrator duo. When Daisy Ramona zooms around her neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she sees the people and places she's always known. She also sees a community that is rapidly changing around her. But as the sun sets purple-blue-gold behind Daisy Ramona and her papi, she knows that the love she feels will always be there. With vivid illustrations and text bursting with heart, My Papi Has a Motorcycle is a young girl's love letter to her hardworking dad and to memories of home that we hold close in the midst of change.Quintero, Isabel HC

The Stinking Story Of Garbage Daynes, Katie PB

Junie B., First Grader Barbara Park           

Black Beauty           

Into the Sea Brenda Z. Guiberson           

Maestoso Petra A latest entry in the popular new series is set in 1938 Austria and follows the adventures of a famous Lipizzaner stallion whose life as an admired performer with the Spanish Riding School is put at risk by the outbreak of World War II.Kendall, Jane PB

WALK LIKE AN EGYPTIAN Lopez, David Mark PB

Mac and Cheese Sarah Weeks           

The Case Of The Stolen Baseball Cards When Eddie's baseball cards suddenly disappear, Jigsaw and Mila take on the case and begin their search to find both Eddie's missing property and those responsible for taking them.Preller, James

Now you see it, now you don't (McGraw-Hill reading : leveled books)Geof Smith           

The Haunted House Next Door Meet Desmond Cole! A fearless eight-year-old who runs his own ghost patrol, looking for ghosts, monsters, and mischief makers everywhere. Oh, and he just so happens to be my new best friend...and thank goodness! Because I'm afraid of everything. Welcome to Kersville, a town with a spooky history and a collection of ghosts and spirits who are major mischief-makers. Most kids spend their days without ever seeing or dealing with a ghost, but some kids get stuck with a haunt. When that happens, they call Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol. Desmond is the hall monitor of ghosts and monsters. There's no job too spooky, icky, or risky for Desmond. I'm not like that at all. My name's Andres Miedoso. I'm Desmond's best friend. We do everything together...including catch ghosts. Seems cool, right? There's only one problem: I'm afraid of everything. With easy-to-read language and illustrations on almost every page, the Desmond Cole Ghost Patrol chapter books are perfect for emerging readers.Miedoso, Andres PB
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Pirate Lock, Deborah           

Pirate Lock, Deborah           

Antarctic Adventure, Level 3 Theme 5.3 Read (COR)           

Antarctic Adventure, Level 3 Theme 5.3 Read (COR)           

Antarctic Adventure, Level 3 Theme 5.3 Read (COR)           

A Picture Book Of Benjamin Franklin Surveys the life of Benjamin Franklin, highlighting his work as an inventor and statesman.Adler, David A. PB

Leonardo Da Vinci Mary Pope Osborne           

Exploring The South Pole Reeves, Shana           

Company's Coming On the day Shirley had invited all of her relatives to dinner and Moe, her husband, was pleasantly tinkering in the yard, a flying saucer quietly landed next to their toolshed. Shirley and Moe. Just a regular couple from Bellmore. Today, all they are expecting is a nice, quiet dinner with a few cousins. But what do they get? Spacemen! From outer space! They don't know it yet, but with a touch of human (and alien) kindness and a heaping bowl of spaghetti and meatballs, the galaxy is about to get a little bit smaller.Yorinks, Arthur HC

More True Dog Stories Dolch, E. W.           

Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing: Writing pathwaysLucy Calkins           

A Collie Called Sky Dog lovers will yip for joy as aspiring vet Jasmine Green returns to rescue another animal in need-this time, an abandoned border collie puppy. When Jasmine discovers a tiny pup hiding under a hedge on her family's farm, she can't believe her eyes. The poor thing hasn't had anything to eat or drink in a long time, and he is so weak he can barely lift his head. Luckily, Jasmine's mother is a veterinarian, and the Green family can give the puppy lots of love and care. But even if the pup survives, he has a long recovery ahead, and it will be hard for him to trust after being hurt before. Will Jasmine be able to form a bond with her new animal friend? Or will his owner try to take him back? An infectious love for animals and some impressive caretaking skills combine in a gently suspenseful story sure to appeal to readers who love a good dog tale.Peters, Helen PB

Are Mountains Getting Taller?: Questions And Answers About The Changing EarthAre mountains growing taller? Some are. Mount Everest, for example, is the highest mountain in the world. And it is still growing about 1 inch (2.5 cm) every year. Learn how rocks are made, what makes a volcano erupt, and that mountains can not only grow taller, but shorter, too!Berger, Melvin and Gilda PB

Stories Of Dragons Rawson, Christopher PB

Night Sky Kids will learn all about the night sky, from the moon to constellations to planets, in this new National Geographic Reader. The level 2 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging information for beginning readers.Marsh, Laura PB


